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ABSTRACT
There is much enthusiastic debate on the topic of generation gaps in the workplace today;
what the generational differences are, how to address the apparent challenges, and if the generations
themselves are even real. Despite the frenzy, however, there has been relatively limited empirical
research performed on this issue; in particular, no empirical research in the context of an engineering
organization seems to have been performed. With that in mind, the main intent of the thesis is to
determine the existence of generational differences among engineers in a large, technical
organization, and discuss the potential implications of the findings.
Extensive literature research and analysis identified communication techniques, leadership
preferences, learning styles, and work motivation to be the key hypothesized differences most
pertinent to an engineering organization. A questionnaire was put together based on these
differences and distributed to a sample that consisted of approximately eighty members from each
of the four generations: Traditionalists, Baby Boomers, Generation Xers, Millennials.
In general, data analysis revealed that engineers do not exhibit generation gaps to the same
extent as described in the literature. In fact, much of the data suggested contrary views, most
notable of which was the importance of face-to-face communication, especially amongst the
younger engineers. Knowledge transfer across generations remains a challenge, however, and
possible approaches to addressing this issue are through physical accommodations, extensive
mentorship programs, and salient investments in Information Technology (IT).
Thesis Supervisor: Thomas J. Allen
Title: Howard W. Johnson Professor of Management, Emeritus
Professor of Engineering Systems, Emeritus
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PREFACE
There is an episode called "Identity" in the popular TV series Law and Order in which the
murder of a family man who stole a vulnerable old man's identity ignites controversy over the rights
of the elderly. Without going into details, the episode introduces questions related to what senior
citizens are capable and incapable of in an age marked by significant changes in lifestyles and
behaviors, much of it due to advancement in technology.
The episode brought back memories of my late grandfather, who passed away at the end of
2006 as I was embarking on the MIT System Design and Management program (to which this thesis
is a requirement). It was only then that I realized I didn't really know him. Of course, I did; but then
again, I didn't. I didn't realf know about his experiences when he was my age, or what he
experienced as he was growing up. There was no way I could really understand the tumultuous times
during the Korean War. There was no way I could really understand his frugal behaviors (I still
remember his reluctance to throw away a spent toothpaste tube, usually to the point of cutting it
open to scrape off the last remnants), there was no way I could really understand why he was so
adamant about saving and not spending. There was no way I could really understand why he
wouldn't own an answering machine let alone a mobile phone, there was no way I could really
understand why he wouldn't purchase a VCR. There was no way I could really understand how
difficult it must have been for him to adapt to the age of technology; to the likes of cellular phones,
computers and the Internet. It was more than age that separated us. We had lived through
completely different generations.
This research is devoted to him in hopes of better understanding him.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
We humans like to simplify. We like to generalize. For this reason, we like to group people
into groups. These groupings can sometimes provide valuable insight. They can also lead to
dangerous stereotyping.
The same phenomenon has been evident on the topic of "generations" in our society. It has
caused quite a stir, particularly in the business organizational community for its profound
implications on how people work together, productivity and success. The popular belief is that
"generation gaps" are real and it is thus critical to understand and address generational differences
for organizational success. Recently, however, there are parties who argue that these concerns are
grossly overstated. There are also claims that the differences are merely superficial and there are no
inherent differences.
According to the proponents of generational differences, the 2 1st Century marks the first
time in U.S. history that four distinct generations are integrated into coexistence in the workforce.
This potentially raises significant challenges since each group can bring a diverse and sometimes
conflicting set of views, cultures, traditions, values and experiences.
Given the landscape, the objective of the thesis is to identify key generational differences, if
any, which exist across the employees within an engineering organization. A plethora of literature
discusses various generational stereotypes and ways to address them, but almost all are theoretical; to
date, no empirical research in the context of an engineering organization has been performed. The
intent of this research is not to side with a certain viewpoint in the debate of generational
differences; rather, it is to reveal in as objective a fashion as possible, insights to generational
differences and their implications on an organization.
Motivation
Understanding generational differences is crucial for primarily two reasons.
Retaining Young Talentfor Transfer of Knowkdge
Demographic statistics indicate that there will be significant vacancy in the leadership
positions in the near future, mostly due to a much larger Baby Boomer population (born 1946 to
1964) in contrast to the Generation Xer (born 1965 to 1980) population (details of the generations
will be discussed later). Over the next two decades, nearly 78 million Baby Boomers (who represent
majority of the national work force, especially in leadership and management-level positions) will
turn 65 (the normal retirement age), and the workforce will be struck by the retirement "tsunami"
(Derrick & Walker, 2006; Greenblatt, 2007; Kyles, 2005). As a result, it is crucial to retain both the
experienced, wise faculty, and the young, high potential talent in the organization for knowledge
transfer; cooperation and communication among the generations become critical in passing along
corporate knowledge in the little time remaining (Derrick & Walker, 2006). Retention and
knowledge transfer can only be accomplished if the generations are understood correctly. This is
particularly more important in large engineering organizations (such as those in the defense and
aerospace industry) whose incumbent, technical experience has compiled over a long period of time.
This critical experience and knowledge - both tangible and intangible - are vital to competitive
success. Much of this valuable resource is embedded in the soon-to-retire employees and must be
transferred to the younger engineers and retained to sustain competitive edge and company-wide
success.
Mitigating Conflict and Taking Advantage of Diversity
Diverse cultures, differing perspectives, conflicting values and hard-to-understand behavioral
tendencies; generational conflict has potential to be a significant impediment to organizational
synergies and productivity. The potential for the conflicts must be mitigated; instead, organizations
must be proactive in looking for ways to take advantage of generational differences so as to enhance
collaboration and the transference of knowledge and experience.
Research Question and Hypothesis
The research question is thus:
Do generational differences actually exist within an engineering organization?
The hypothesis is as follows:
There exist only a few key differences between generations (to be identified in the research) that affect the
dynamics of an engineering organization.
The hypothesis also implies that many of the widely accepted generational differences are
not as pronounced as some may believe.
If differences do exist, the research will attempt to identify their implications on and
challenges for an organization. Furthermore, the thesis will suggest ideas and strategies on what
members from each generation can do to best accommodate working synergies, and what the
organization as a whole can do to facilitate younger generations effectively learn from the senior
generations, thereby mitigating the loss of valuable knowledge.
Approach
The research is broadly a two-phased approach consisting of literature research and survey
research. Following analysis of the questionnaire data using the Statistical Package for the Social
Sciences (SPSS), a discussion section will analyze the findings to explore the implications on an
organization. Figure 2 illustrates the approach.
Uterature DiscussionRseareh
Survey Resear
Ofts
Figure 1: Research Approach
Literature Research
The popular and more widely accepted "generational" school of thought maintains that
values are imprinted for life by defining historical events that occur as people mature into adulthood
(Giancola, 2006). Literature research will delve into this theory further, become acquainted with the
generations, and explore the hypothesized and researched differences between these generations.
These generational differences will be compiled into an exhaustive list along with those speculated
based on personal experience. The list will then be analyzed to identify key differences most
pertinent to an engineering organization for retention and knowledge transfer; these key differences
will form the basis for survey research.
Other perspectives on generational differences will also be discussed. There are those who
claim that the generational differences observed are only superficial and actually varying
DnierenceofrY
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manifestations of common inner trait. The opposing arguments of generational differences being
more myth than reality will also be discussed.
Survey Research
Founded on the key generational differences identified during literature research, a survey
questionnaire will be put together and distributed to employees of the sponsoring engineering
organization. As the research hypothesis emphasizes, the questions will attempt to highlight the
main differences in behavior and attitudes, if any, between the generations in a large engineering
firm. With endorsement from the Human Resources department of the engineering organization,
the survey will be distributed to a sample that consists of approximately 80 randomly selected
employees from each generation.
Sensitivity of Topic
Due to the nature of the topic and the potential danger of stereotyping, it is possible that
certain sections of the research could in fact disturb certain readers. If this turns out to be the case,
the reader is asked understand that the research is not intended to "group people into groups" and
seek prejudice, but rather present facts as objectively as possible for the betterment of organizations
and those who work for these entities.
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE RESEARCH
Defining the Generations
There are four separate and distinct generations working shoulder-to-shoulder and face-to-
face for the first time in our history (Lancaster & Stillman, 2002). They are the Traditionalists (also
known as Matures, Pre-Boomers, Silents, Veterans), Baby Boomers, Generation Xers and the
Millennials (also known as Generation Y, Nexters). While not all generational experts agree
precisely on the age ranges used to define the generations, the most common years stated in the
literature for bounding the generations are as follows:
* Traditionalists: Born between 1900 and 1945
* Baby Boomers: Born between 1946 and 1964
* Generation Xers: Born between 1965 and 1980
* Millennials: Born between 1981 and 1999
Proponents of the generational school of thought maintains that values are imprinted for life
by defining historical events that occur as people mature into adulthood (Giancola, 2006).
Essentially, the events and conditions each person experiences during their formative years
determine who they are and how they see the world.
It is generally accepted that people with similar backgrounds (gender, race, education,
income, etc.) tend to share similar viewpoints, outlooks, communication styles, work habits, and
expectations, as well as understanding and experiencing a greater comfort level with each other
(Sago, 2001). Since they experience the same events and conditions, the same is true of members
from similar generations; each generation has adopted its own "generational personality" (Lancaster
& Stillman, 2002). Research has clearly shown that generational membership is also a key variable in
determining employee, consumer and overall human behavior (Sago, 2001).
Both the timing and texture of most life events are highly, though perhaps not obviously,
influenced by the backdrop of demographics; a good example is the contrasting values of those who
came of age in war times versus those raised in times of peace (Zemke, Raines, & Filipczak, 2000).
Thus, as Sago explains, the span of birth years that determines a generation is derived from birth
rates (Sago, 2001). For instance, the birth years for a given generation will increase as long as the
birth rates follow a generally upward course; this new generation will last until there is a definite
change in birthrates, i.e., a downward trend, and a new generation will take over. This new
generation will last until there is yet again a change in birth rates, and so the generational cycle
continues. Figure 2 illustrates this phenomenon.
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Figure 2: Number of births recorded in the U.S. (Source: U.S. National Health Statistics)
Figure 3 illustrates the significant historical events and conditions each of the four
generations experienced throughout their lifetime. As these played out in the lives of each of the
generations, they shaped unique attitudes, values and work styles each of the generations bring with
them when they come to work every day (Lancaster & Stillman, 2002). These generational
differences create the so-called "generation gaps" that are at the center of much scrutiny of
organizations of all sizes across all industries.
1900 Model-T,. fir ght, fir silent movie
1910 World War I, Titanic, Russian Revolution
1920 Women's Suffrage, Charles Lindergh
0
M 1930 Great Depression, Empire State Building
r 1940 World War II, Pearl arboar, Manhattan Project, Apartheid
0
*. 1950 Korean War, Color TV, Sputnik, Cold War begins, drugs, sex and rock 'n' rol
0 1960 JFK assassination, Martin Luther King Jr. assassintion, Berlin Wal built
1970 Vietnam War, Munich Olympic games, Watergate, divorce, abortion
1 AIDS, Pfsonal Computers (PCs), Exxon Valde, Chalenger explosion, fal of
1990 Internet, Nelson Mandela, Operation Desert Storm, Y2K
2000 9/11 terrorist attack, Internet boom (Dot Com Boom and Bust)
Figure 3: Generations and Historical Events
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Meet the Generations
Table 1 introduces the generations and their profiles. What follows are brief summaries of
each of the generations: their values, character and tendencies. Because the summaries are not
intended to be exhaustive, it is suggested that the reader consult to the cited references for additional
details if so desired.
Table 1: Generational Profiles (Source: Multiple Sources)
Traditionalists Baby Boomers Generation Xers Millennials
Born between Born between Born between Born between
1900 and 1945 1946 and 1964 1965 and 1980 1981 and 1999
75 million
Size 55 million 80 million 46 million (entering)
Optimistic
Optimistic Skeptic
Loyal ConfidentDistinguishing Confident Individualistic
Consistent Techno-literate
Characteristics Competitive Independent
Desire stability Purpose-driven
Hardworking Techno-literate
Multitasking
Traditionalists (also known as Matures, Pre-Boomers, Silents, Veterans)
As of 2005, the Traditionalists number approximately 55 million (Kyles, 2005). Many have
retired (or about to retire) and are few and in between. Those still remaining in the workforce make
up much of the management ranks. In short, Traditionalists are loyal, desire stability and are
consistent.
Lancaster and Stillman describe the generational personality of the Traditionalists using a
single word: "loyal" (Lancaster & Stillman, 2002). Their historical landscape was such that it
necessitated putting aside individual needs and wants to work together toward common goals, for
example, winning two World Wars, and conquering the Great Depression. These collaborative and
cooperative movements were not possible without immense faith in institutions and those in
authority: church, government, military.
The two World Wars and the Great Depression also provided the Traditionalist generation
with plenty of opportunities to learn to do without (Lancaster & Stillman, 2002). As is the case,
Traditionalists desire stability, are frugal in their behaviors, and prefer consistency. Furthermore,
they place great value on integrity; integrity was a must for them to survive together in the harsh
realities of their times.
The Traditionalist generation's personality is clearly revealed in their workplace values of
loyalty to and respect for authority, integrity, and consistency. Traditionalists are most loyal to the
employer and prefer roles of "experts" that brings them stability and consistency; they are often
motivated by verbal or written recognition, awards, and public acknowledgment for a job well done
(Kyles, 2005). They dress neatly, are on time for work, and are turned off by vulgarity and
wastefulness (Francis-Smith, 2004).
The leadership style Traditionalists best respond to is the command-control-structure of a
hierarchy (Francis-Smith, 2004). Their faith in institutions made them comfortable with conformity;
this was assisted by the Traditionalists' experience with the military (over 50 percent of Traditionalist
men are veterans) whose top-down management proved most efficient in those times (Kyles, 2005;
Lancaster & Stillman, 2002). In a team environment, they need a strong leader who enforces rules
and agreements (Marshall, 2004).
Though some are trying, many in this age group lack technological literacy and often resist
using e-mail and other technology popular with the younger groups (Francis-Smith, 2004).
Baby Boomers
The Baby Boomers are 80 million strong and dominate the upper management positions in
the workforce today.
Baby Boomers are marked by their optimism and confidence. The driving force behind
these traits was the booming postwar economy of the U.S. in the late 1940s, 1950s and the 1960s.
The availability of jobs, boom in production of consumer goods, and the promise of a good
education for all allowed Boomers to grow up in a relatively affluent, opportunity-rich world. Such
affluence, comfort and education encouraged the now-confident and idealistic Boomers to challenge
the status quo and question the structured ideals of their Traditionalist parents' generation, through
human rights movements for example (Lancaster & Stillman, 2002). The Baby Boomers are also
very competitive due to the obvious reason of demographics. In the corporate U.S., Baby Boomers
had to fight for achievements against 80 million peers competing for the same jobs and promotions.
The Baby Boomers' optimism and confidence are clearly retained in the work place; with so
many confident minds, the leadership style best accommodating the Baby Boomers is consensus
management. The Boomers competitive nature is manifested in their workaholic nature, as they will
do whatever it takes to get the job done and get ahead. They will also expect to be rewarded with
status symbols such as titles, more money, special parking spaces, and large private offices (Kyles,
2005). They also dislike laziness and authoritarianism, though they tend to micro-manage others
(Francis-Smith, 2004).
Generation Xers
As mentioned in the Introduction, Generation Xers are relatively small in size compared to
the other generations - about 46 million - but an influential population with its own unique identity.
Generation Xers have been marked by skepticism. A barrage of experiences and conditions
concocted this characteristic. They grew up seeing every major American institution called into
question: from the presidency (the Watergate incident, for example) to the military to organized
religion to corporate America (Lancaster & Stillman, 2002). They witnessed such man-made
disasters as the Challenger explosion. The U.S. divorce rate tripled and number of abortions
skyrocketed during their lifetime (reason for their size being roughly half the size of the preceding
generation). Not surprisingly, the number of single-parent families also proliferated, leaving many
Generation Xers returning from school to an empty home. Concurrently adding salt to the wound
was the economic recession; many had to watch their parents downsized and bringing home pink
slips.
With so much negativity in their experiential portfolio, you have in Generation Xers a
generation that distrusts the permanence of institutional and personal relationships. They tend to
put more faith in themselves as individuals and less faith in the institutions that seem to have failed
them time and again; as a result, they place a lower value on loyalty to their employer. Instead, they
strive for balance in their personal and professional lives and value freedom.
On a positive note, however, the experiences and the acquired individualism instilled in the
Generation Xers a sense of independence and the skill of adaptability. As such, they are an
extremely resourceful and independent generation; opportunity and autonomy are the ultimate
corporate rewards for this generation (Kyles, 2005). They celebrate change, uphold flexibility, and
do not hold out too many false hopes or dependencies on others or institutions to alleviate them of
their duties (Lancaster & Stillman, 2002). On a team, Generation Xers need a clear mission and
well-defined goals because they are cynical by nature; they respond best to a leader that gives them
freedom and autonomy while also providing support when requested (Marshall, 2004).
With the technology boom of the personal computer (PC), cellular phones and the Internet
also fresh in their minds, the Generation Xers are also highly techno-literate.
Millennials (also known as Generation Y, Nexters, Echo Boomers, Generation Next)
With 75 million in number flowing into the workforce, the Millennials grew up with
technology. They were born into a world of advanced technology and mastered technology at a
young age. Furthermore, their exposure to the information age developed in them the ability to
multi-task.
Similar to the Baby Boomers, the Millennials are also a confident, optimistic bunch who feel
empowered to take positive action when things go wrong; they were born into affluence, good
education, and relatively peaceful experiences. With the benefit of the wisdom of their fore-
generations, however, the Millennials are also smart, pragmatic, and purpose-driven in their lives
(Lancaster & Stillman, 2002); they desire meaningful jobs that allow them to cater to the greater
good of society (Kyles, 2005).
The Millennials' multi-tasking ability brings with it technical competence, high speed and
energy into the work place. The speed in which they work also means they desire immediate results
and feedback. Their purpose-driven nature makes them goal-oriented with high expectations of
themselves and their employer (Foreman, 2006). Like the Generation Xers, the Millennials value
flexibility and welcome change, especially given that the environment in which they were raised was
always fast-paced and changing. They are much more positive and polite than the Generation Xers,
however, and frown upon the negativity rampant among the older age group. Their inquisitive and
energetic nature tend to favor an inclusive style of management (Francis-Smith, 2004).
Analysis of Generational Differences
Literature review revealed many hypothesized differences between the generations, some
already mentioned in the generation profiles. Appendix A provides a rather exhaustive compilation
of all the generational differences as stated in the literature.
Also included in the list of Appendix A are some generational differences validated through
research. A research performed in the nursing industry discovered generational differences in
expectations regarding commitment to the manager versus the organization, and the type and timing
of rewards for performance; it also discovered difference in attitude towards computers and other
technologies (Hu, Herrick, & Hodgin, 2004). A doctoral thesis whose research focused on a
housing and food services industry in Pennsylvania discovered that significant differences existed
among age groups regarding perceptions of work ethic, problem solving, trainability, maturity,
leadership, flexibility, productivity, and intrinsic satisfaction (Davis, 2002). Yet another doctoral
thesis in the context of an academic institution in Texas A&M University found that the generations
exhibited different work values (Barnes, 2003).
In addition, Appendix B compiles the generational differences hypothesized on the basis of
personal experience and speculation; their founding reasons are also included. The author's three
years of experience at a large technical organization has been endowed with close acquaintances with
members from all the aforementioned generations. Personal experiences and perspectives garnered
through these relationships have been key motivators behind this research, providing for real world
examples that not only emphasize the differences between the multiple generations and the
subsequent challenges in integrating them, but reveal key opportunities for the organization. Most
of these differences complement, if not reiterate, the differences extracted from the literature.
The combination of the two compilations was analyzed using a Mind Map with the intent of
organizing the data such that "root" differences could be easily revealed. Mind Map is a powerful
graphic technique based on Radiant Thinking - associative thought processes that proceed from or
connect to a central point - which provides a universal key to unlocking the potential of the brain
(Buzan, 1994). It is characterized by a subject of attention crystallized in a central image, the main
themes of the subject radiating out as branches, and topics of lesser importance again branching out
from these themes; the branches form thereby form a connected nodal structure. Figure 4 shows
the Mind Map of generational differences.
While all of the differences illustrated in the Mind Map are important and potentially
contribute to generational conflicts, the differences most likely to be pertinent to an engineering
organization for retention and knowledge transfer have been determined to be (highlighted in yellow
in Figure 4):
* Retirement plans
* Leadership preferences
* Communication styles and medium tendencies
* Techno-literacy and attitude to technology
* Learning/training methods and aspirations
* Attitude towards office politics and networking
* Job expectations
* Work ethic
* Career aspirations
* Motivators and preferred rewards
* Perceptions of older and younger employees and leaders
Figure 4: Mind Map of Hypothesized Generational Differences
The above differences will form the basis for survey research in Chapter 3. Those
differences not selected were either too sensitive to include in the survey (such as attitude towards
diversity) to be effective, too hard to measure (such information processing and actions) or
determined to be not as relevant to affecting the issues of retention and knowledge (such as forms
of leisure and entertainment).
Potential Conflicts, Challenges and... Opportunities?
Given these differences and such diverse groups working together, it is easy to see how
compatibility issues and even conflicts can arise in a work force composed of multiple generations.
At the very least, the differences can play a pivotal role in how effective people work together in a
team and in an organization. Workplace issues between members of different generations, usually
born of misunderstanding, often cause strife and are not pleasant or productive; unfortunately, such
experiences are apparently taking place more often, resulting in decreased productivity and employee
satisfaction (Sago, 2001). According to Lancaster and Stillman, the ramifications of generational
collisions at work include everything from reduced profitability to the loss of valuable employees,
higher payroll costs, poor customer service, derailed careers, wasted human potential, and even
potentially serious health problems caused by stress (Lancaster & Stillman, 2002).
The sorts of potential misunderstanding and conflicts are many. Traditionalists find
Boomers too self-absorbed, Generation Xers too rude, and tend to patronize the Millennials (who
may be the same age as the Traditionalists' grandchildren). Boomers tend to accuse the
Traditionalists of inflexibility and over-cautiousness, consider the Generation Xers to be slackers,
and think the Millennials require too much attention. Boomers apparently see Generation Xers as
also greedy, suspicious, self-serving, loners and cynics and the Millennials as narcissistic (Erickson,
20 08a, 2008b; Zemke et al., 2000). Generation Xers' competence-driven value system is challenged
by Traditionalist superiors who can't read their own e-mail, they hate being micro-managed by the
Boomers and are reminded by the Millennials that they're not as young as they used to be.
Millennials often find the Traditionalists to be too slow, the Boomer too uptight, and the
Generation Xers too negative (Francis-Smith, 2004).
A commonly cited (and often humorous) example of generational differences causing havoc
is that related to lingual and language differences. A Generation Xers language filled with words
such as "dude" and "radical," not to mention the replacement of the "ng" sounds with "n" (for
example, doing becomes doin') often baffle the older generations (Lancaster & Stillman, 2002).
Similar experiences are ubiquitous and the list of "varying" vocabulary, endless. What's more, the
age of electronic messaging (on instant messengers and mobile phones for instance) has brought
with it an avalanche of acronyms (e.g., "ttyl" is acronym for "talk to you later"), short-hands and
even facial expressions (e.g., ":)" is a smiley face) which has further elaborated the written English
language, thereby increasing the potential for generation gaps.
Technology is a more serious example of potential conflicts between generations. For
instance, personal experience has conveyed that different generations prefer different forms of
communication. Traditionalists and Baby Boomers seemed to prefer face-to-face discussions over
electronic communication means, while the younger generations were much more favorable to
instant messaging, especially if the issue at hand was not substantial. Thus, a Millennial expecting an
instant messenger response from a Baby Boomer may find him/herself becoming frustrated by the
lack of or delay in response; the Baby Boomer on the other hand may consider it rude and
impersonal.
These are but few of the numerous potential conflicts that can arise from the array of
generational differences (albeit mostly hypothesized) discussed in the previous sections. Consider
also these findings:
* According to a survey by the career management company Lee Hecht Harrison, more than
60 percent of employers reported that they are experiencing tension between employees
from different generations (Derrick & Walker, 2006).
* A staffing firm in Randstad, U.S. performed a survey in 2006 that revealed that younger
workers are less likely to relate well to older workers. While 75% of the Traditionalists and
Baby Boomers asserted they relate to and work well with their younger coworkers, only 54%
of the Generation Xers and Millennials said they relate well to older coworkers. To
exacerbate the matter, 77% of all workers said younger employees (Xers and Millennials)
don't seek advice or guidance from Baby Boomers and Traditionalists. For whatever reason,
there is clearly a breakdown between the generations and this discrepancy highlights the
importance of managing the multiple generations in the workforce ("How Compatible Are
Your Multigenerational Workers?," 2006).
* The UK Financial Times carried an article in 2003 referring to a report (commissioned from
the Cranfield School of Management) that highlighted the fact that human resource
managers view younger people as "unreliable" and "unskilled" with nearly 40 percent of the
employers attributing younger workers to unreliability. The article argues that organizations
must embrace new HR practices that support a truly multigenerational workforce and that
this will be core to a company's competitive advantage (Turner, 2003).
With all that said, generational differences can prove to be an opportunity to take advantage
of the key strengths of each generation; the literature explicitly states "negative" experiences as being
detrimental to the organization. If leveraged properly, the diversity of generations can actually
increase efficiency and employee satisfaction (Kyles, 2005). The author proposes that "positive"
experiences can be garnered from a multi-generational organization that can actually improve
synergies and help the organization to be more productive and successful.
Other Perspectives on the Generation Gap
While majority of the literature on generations are proponents of the generation gap, there
are yet others who claim that these generational differences are merely superficial and actually
varying manifestations of common inner trait. The more extreme argue that generation gaps have
been over-hyped and more of a myth that reality.
Through an extensive research project conducted by the Center for Creative Leadership
(CCL) that compiled 3,200 responses to a survey, Deal found that people fundamentally want the
same things, no matter what generation they are from (Deal, 2007). She argues that the generation
gap is in large part a result of deceiving appearances, miscommunication and misunderstanding,
fueled by common insecurities and the desire for control, power, authority, and position. According
to the research, all generations are fundamentally similar in their values, desire for respect,
importance of trust, leader preferences, attitude to organizational politics, dislike for change, loyalty,
retention factors, learning aspirations, and desire to be a coach; the outward differences come from
differences in expression, definitions, and contexts.
A more extreme perspective on generation gap is the notion that the generational approach
may be more popular culture than social science (Giancola, 2006). In an insightful article that
compiles significant amount of research, Giancola lists nine major issues with the generational
approach to support this claim:
1. Research does not fully support the assumptions of generational theory.
2. The concept has limited applicability to minorities, recent immigrants, and women.
3. Research by generational proponents is not published in academic journals, and indication to
experts that the concept is a fad, lacking long-term value.
4. The number of generations in the workplace is overstated for some employers.
5. Agreement is lacking on the number of and birth period for the generations.
6. Baby Boomer personality profiles are oversimplified.
7. Intergenerational conflict in the workplace lacks independent verification and appears to be
exaggerated.
8. Factors that motivate the generations are surprisingly similar.
9. Recent trends in our society have created a workforce with such diversity the generational
concept oversimplify the workforce and contribute little to understanding its complexity.
A survey of 400 professionals across the U.S. intended to examine similarities and
differences between workers of different generations also discovered that the normal stereotypes did
not coincide with the findings. While the generations clearly differed in salary satisfaction and new
job opportunities (the younger generations are more likely to be dissatisfied with their salary and
jump ships for higher salary), they had much in common in the more fundamental facets of ethics,
loyalty, and work styles (Gawel, 1999). Another research on the generations' leadership preferences
also discovered that there was a high degree of congruency in the desired leadership traits between
the generations (Wieck, Prydun, & Walsh, 2002).
CHAPTER 3: SURVEY RESEARCH
Survey Questions
Based on the key differences identified during literature research, a questionnaire consisting
of 29 questions was created. The key differences - retirement plans, leadership preferences,
communication styles and tendencies, techno-literacy and attitude to technology, learning methods
and aspirations, attitude towards office politics and networking, job expectations, work ethic, career
aspirations, motivators and preferred rewards, and perceptions of older and younger employees and
leaders - were grouped into four primary categories of leadership, communication, learning, and
motivation and work. In order to avoid the possibility of generational bias, i.e., being defensive of
one's own generation group, the questionnaire was constructed such that the participants could not
recognize its subject to be generational differences. The question types included incidental
questions, rating questions and multiple-choice questions. The survey is included in Appendix C.
The Sample
The organization being studied is the engineering team of a large defense company. The
company is geographically distributed across more than ten locations across the U.S. and other
countries. The engineering organization employs more than 7,000 employees, all of whom are U.S.
citizens. Given the confidentiality of the organization subject to research, its organizational design
cannot be described in detail. It is true that organizational design - the deliberate process of
configuring structures, processes, reward systems, and people practices to create an effective
organization capable of achieving the business strategy (Kates & Galbraith, 2007) - can indeed
impact how employees work together; however, if generational differences are in fact universal as
many claim to be, organizational design can be treated as an "outside" factor.
The Human Resources (HR) department of the engineering organization was instrumental in
preparing the sample for research. Approximately 80 members from each generation (as defined at
the beginning of Chapter 2) were randomly selected; all in all, 357 members were randomly picked.
Furthermore, the sample was confined to those locations in the east coast of the U.S. to minimize
noise relating to potentially varying cultures across the continent.
Distribution
The survey was conducted via Zoomerang.com, a web-based online survey software that
facilitates creating and launching the survey, as well as collecting and exporting the data. Abiding by
the federal mandate (The Common Rule 45 CFR 46) and MIT policy, approval to conduct the
research was received from the Committee On the Use of Humans as Experimental Subjects
(COUHES) before launching the survey and distributing the e-mail notification to the survey
participants (see Appendix D for approval letter).
The survey was distributed via a notification e-mail that also acted as a cover letter with
implied consent; a copy of this e-mail is included in Appendix E. To ensure anonymity of the
survey participants, only the survey link was included in the notification e-mail; the Zoomerang
feature that allows for tracking individual participant's responses was turned off. Also attached to
the e-mail was an endorsement letter from the Director of HR of the engineering organization,
supporting the research and seeking active participation (see Appendix F).
The survey was launched on a Monday and remained open for two weeks. During this time,
two reminders were sent out: at one week (Monday) and on the morning of the last Friday. At the
conclusion of the survey, a "thank you" e-mail along with aggregate data was distributed to all the
participants.
CHAPTER 4: DATA ANALYSIS
Of the randomly selected 357 employees for the research, 199 participated in the survey. Of
the 199 respondents, 22 did not answer the question related to age and could not be associated with
a generational group. That left 177 responses available for data analysis.
Statistical Package for Social Sciences, more commonly known as SPSS, was used to analyze
data imported from the Zoomerang tool. The most statistically significant and interesting sets of
data as well as the relevant interpretation for the categories of communication, leadership, learning,
and motivation and work are presented in this section; a detailed transcript of the procedure and the
data collected for the entire questionnaire is included in Appendix G for reference.
For each question in the survey, one of two statistical measures of association - Cross
Tabulation (with Chi-Square analysis) and Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) - were used to perform
data analysis and determine statistical significance. In the case of multiple-choice questions with
nominal or ordinalvariables, Cross Tabulation was performed. For number or "rating" (e.g., degree of
importance) questions with scale (interval or ratio) variables, ANOVA was performed. For Cross
Tabulation, categories were collapsed, i.e., grouped together for smaller number of categories, in
cases where the expected cell frequency was too small. For ANOVA, the generation variable
(created from response to question 22 regarding age) was designated the independent variable and
the variable in question the dependent variable (causality is not required for Cross Tabulation). In
both methods, a probability of 0.05 or less (probability that the data was due to chance) was
considered statistically significant for the most part.
General Data
The breakdown of response rates by each generation is as follows (see Figure 5): 14
Traditionalists (7.9%), 70 Baby Boomers (39.60/%), 69 Generation Xers (39%), and 24 Millennials
(13.6%). Given the similar numbers between the older generations (Traditionalists and Baby
Boomers) and the younger generations (Generation Xers and Millennials), collapsing the groups was
deemed appropriate when necessary in the subsequent sections.
Figure 5: Response Rates by Generations
As shown in Figure 6, there were 138 male respondents (78.4%) compared to only 38 female
respondents (21.6%).
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Figure 6: Response Rates by Gender
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The breakdown of respondents by engineering discipline is as follows (see Figure 7): 43
Electrical Engineers (24.6%), 11 Materials Engineers (6.3%), 20 Mechanical Engineers (11.4%), 33
Software Engineers (18.9%), and 49 Systems Engineers (28%). The 19 other responses (10.8%)
included the likes of Manufacturing Engineers, Industrial Engineers, Whole Life Engineers, Process
Engineers, and Administrative personnel.
Figure 7: Response Rates by Engineering Discipline
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Communication
The first three questions in this section related to the medium of communication used for
work-related matters. Figures 8 and 9 represent the data on the form of communication of most recent
interaction with a fellow employee about work matters. While the data is not statistically significant for the
generations, it clearly shows that the number of face-to-face discussions overwhelmingly dominate
other forms of communication, taken together (Figure 8) and within each generation (Figure 9).
Also notable is Baby Boomers prominent use of e-mail.
Figure 8: Recent Communication Forms
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Figure 9: Recent Communication Forms by Generations (Normalized)
The survey also asked for the number of work-ilated conversations for each communication form
yesterday (or the last working day). "Face-to-face conversation" (probability 0.042), "e-mail" (probability
0.001), and "instant messaging" (probability 0.001) were statistically significant across the
generations. Plotting these on a graph reveals an interesting phenomenon (see Figure 10). For face-
to-face conversation, Generation Xers exhibit the highest mean, i.e., they communicated via face-to-
face conversation most among generations (five times per employee in fact). Furthermore, it is
interesting to note that face-to-face conversation exceeds all other forms of communication for the
two younger generations; the Baby Boomers lean towards e-mail as their primary communication
medium. The other surprising result is the Millennials' relatively infrequent use of instant messaging
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(only twice); if hypothesized differences were correct, their use of instant messaging would be
somewhat equal, if not more, than the Generation Xers.
Figure 10: Number of Work-related Communication Yesterday
A similar trend is observed in the first course of action taken in response to a work-related question.
Again, while the data is not statistically significant across the generations, it is interesting to note the
dominance of "get up and go to the office" (which translates to face-to-face communication) as the
first action of the younger generations. The prominent use of e-mails by Baby Boomers is also an
interesting and recurring trend.
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Figure 11: First course of action to a work-related question (Normalized)
The data becomes statistically significant when the categories are collapsed such that there are only
two generation categories, "e-mail" and "instant message" are combined as "e-communication," and
"search the company intranet" and "online resource" are combined as "intra/inter-net resource."
The new numbers translate to the graph in Figure 12, showing a clear discrepancy in the counts of
"get up and go to the office" between the older and younger generations; the older generations'
preference to e-communication is again noteworthy.
Millennials
Figure 12: First course of action to a work-related question (collapsed categories)
With respect to the question on use of website search capability for work-related information, data is
not statistically significant across the generations, even when collapsed. Baby Boomer's prominent
use of the website search (and again an indication of their affinity towards electronic tools) more
than any other generation, is interesting, however.
Almost identical numbers across generations are seen for effective communication for receiving
company information; e-mail seems to be the most effective medium. Data is again not statistically
significant across the generations.
As for awareness of Wiki, data is statistically significant when generations are collapsed and
indicates that younger generations are indeed more familiar with Wiki.
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With respect to attitude towards computers, data is not statistically significant as almost all
participants indicate computers are part of life.
Table 2 summarizes the key findings from the "Communication" section.
Table 2: Summary of key findings on "Communication"
Category Summary of findings
Form of communication Face-to-face communication is both pertinent and important for everyone
alike. In fact, data suggests it may be considered more important by
engineers of the younger generations.
Form of communication Older generations do use electronic means of communication. For
instance, Baby Boomers are found to communicate via e-mail more than
any other generation; they are also the prominent user of electronic means
for researching information.
Technology Younger generations are more familiar with Wiki.
Technology All generation express what can be described as mild indifference to
computers and see computers as "part of life." Perception towards
computers (and perhaps technology) does not vary with generations.
Leadership
Of the important leader characteristics, the only characteristic that shows any statistical
significance across the generations is that of the leader being "older than me" (probability less than
0.001). As shown in Figure 13, the importance of the leader being older increases as the generation
becomes younger, in an almost linear fashion. Note, however, that the rating of "3" indicates a
rather low importance on a scale between "1" (not important) and "7" (extremely important) and
that the importance of "older than me" does not exceed it. In all other leader characteristics -
"technically competent," "listens well and easy to get along," "creative and innovative," "allows
freedom and flexibility" - responses are similar, generally indicating that these characteristics were
very important (rating between 5 and 6).
Figure 13: Important leader characteristic - "Older than me"
The differences in data on the preference of feedback are not statistically significant. In general,
all generations indicate that an immediate feedback is very important (rating of around 5.5), formal
feedback is somewhat important (rating of around 4), frank feedback is very important (rating of
almost 6), and constructive feedback most important of them all (rating of almost 6.5).
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Table 3 summarizes the key findings from the "Leadership" section.
Table 3: Summary of key findings on "Leadership"
Category
Leadership
Summary of findings
Important leadership qualities do not vary across the generations although
younger generations seem to prefer leaders that are older than they.
Feedback Generations show no difference in preferred feedback styles.
Learning
For the most effective method of learning, data is statistically significant when the generations are
collapsed into two categories. Refer to Figure 14.
Figure 14: Effective learning methods
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In general, the older generations seem to prefer individual ways of learning in comparison to
the younger generations as "web-based training" (15 vs. 10) and "studying on my own" (27 vs. 11)
numbers indicate. In fact, "studying on my own" is the most preferred learning method for the
older generations. In contrast, the younger generations prefer a more humanistic approach:
"classroom training" (29) and more favorably "one-on-one training" (35). They show less interest in
individual methods of learning. Going back to the data before collapsing the categories show a
similar result, especially for the Generation Xers, who heavily favor one-on-one training and
classroom training.
Data on educational aspirations also required collapsing the generations to be statistically
significant. See Figure 15.
Figure 15: Education aspirations
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Notable is the fact that all generations heavily favor education aspirations in their technical area.
The key standout aspiration in the younger generations is their desire to learn more about
management and leadership.
Table 4 summarizes the key findings from the "Learning" section.
Table 4: Summary of key findings on "Learning"
Category Summary of findings
Learning style Older generations prefer individual ways of learning - including web-based
training - while the younger generations prefer a more hands-on and
personal approach.
Learning style One-on-one training and mentorship are effective learning method for all
generations alike.
......... I ................................................ ................ ........ .. ... .. ............ .. ......................... . . ... ... . ..... ......... ........... ........... ............ ......................
Learning area Engineers from all generations aspire to learn more about their technical
area; perhaps this is an indication of engineers' common desire to become
experts.
........ ........ . .. .... .. . ....... ......  . 
.... ................... ............ ................. ............... .............. 
. ............. ...............
Learning area Young generations want to learn more about leadership and management.
................... ........... .......... ..... I .......  .......................  . ........... ..... ...  ............. ........... ........................ . . . .
Motivation and Work
The section on the Motivation and Work category was the longest in the questionnaire with
the greatest number of questions. It can be divided largely into three subsections: working styles
and motivation, perception of other employees, and career plans.
Working Sylks and Motivation
On the question of work styles, "creative vs. play by the book" (probability 0.045) and
"looking to have fun vs. just doing my job" (probability 0.004) are the most statistically significant
across generations. While "focused vs. multi-tasking" (probability 0.078) is not statistically
significant by our criteria, it is included as it shows an interesting trend.
Figure 16: Work styles
As illustrated by Figure 16, there is tendency towards multi-tasking with younger
generations. While the Traditionalists see themselves as being slightly more focused (mean 3.71)
between the extremes ("1" is mostly focused, "7" is mostly multi-tasking, "4" is equally both traits),
the tendency to be multi-tasking increases almost linearly with decreasing age.
All generations see themselves as being creative ("1" is mostly creative, "7" is mostly play by
the book). The Traditionalists and Millennials see themselves as most creative (means 2.71 and 2.75)
while Baby Boomers see themselves only somewhat creative (mean 3.65); Generation Xers fall in
between (mean 3.21).
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The Traditionalists are also the group most "looking to have fun" in the work place (mean
2.71; "1" is mostly looking to have fun, "7" is mostly just doing my job); the other generations are
more-or-less balanced with Baby Boomers slightly leaning towards just "doing my job."
As for the other categories, the generations generally indicate that they are slightly more
"team players" than "individuals" (mean 4.34; "1" is mostly individual, "7" is mostly team player),
more "collaborative" than "competitive" (mean 5.13; "1" is mostly competitive, "7" is mostly
collaborative), and more or less balanced between "system-oriented" and "detail-oriented" (mean
4.17; "1" is mostly system-oriented, "7" is mostly detail-oriented).
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Figure 17: Source of motivation
Of the responses to the question regarding source of motivation, "monetary bonus and/or salary
increase" (probability 0.003), "promoted and/or given title" (0.002), and "new challenges and
opportunities" (probability 0.041) are the most statistically significant. Although "publicly
recognized/acknowledged" (probability 0.082) is not statistically significant by our criteria, it is
nevertheless included for observation. It should be noted that all ratings for these categories are
fairly high, posting a value exceeding "4" on a scale of "1" to "7" (Figure 17).
In accordance with the hypothesis, the Traditionalists regard "public
recognition/acknowledgments" as the most important (mean 5.64) of all of the generations; the
Millennials also regard it as important (mean 5.5.25). For "monetary bonus and/or salary increase,"
both Traditionalists and Baby Boomers indicate an identical level of importance (mean 5.31); the
younger generations are clearly in favor of this source of motivation as the rating increases
dramatically with Generation Xers and the Millennials posting a "5.93" and "6.38" rating,
respectively. An increasing linear trend is also the case with "promoted and/or given title" with
Traditionalists regarding it as only "somewhat" of a motivator (mean 4.29), Millennials regarding it
as an extremely motivating source (mean 5.92), and Baby Boomers and Generation Xers falling in
between. Interestingly, Traditionalists (mean 6.36) are by far the most motivated by "new challenges
and opportunities"; the other generations also regard it as highly motivating (mean 5.43, 5.83, 5.57
for Baby Boomers, Generation Xers, and Millennials, respectively).
As for the rest of the responses, all are generally regarded as motivating sources by all the
generations (mean rating above 4). The mean rating of each of the source of motivation, in
decreasing order, is as follows: "meaning in work" (mean 6.07), "autonomy and responsibilities"
(mean 5.81), "work is fun" (mean 5.75), "team is collectively acknowledged/rewarded" (mean 5.45),
"praises from colleagues" (mean 5.27), "sense of contributing to the company" (mean 5.23), and
"understand and know the company" (mean 4.39).
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Figure 18: Reasons for leaving current company
A similar trend is noticed in reason for leaving company for another after collapsing the generations
and the categories - "high salary," "benefits," "flexible working hours" combined into "better salary
or benefits" and "better boss," "challenging and interesting problems" combined into "better work"
- to make the data somewhat statistically significant (probability 0.055). The older generations
regard the nature of work - "better work" - as of highest importance while the younger generations
express more affinity towards monetary factors in "salary or benefits" (Figure 18).
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Yet another surprising set of data conflicting with the hypothesis is the younger generations'
regard for networking as a "way to advance a career" (literature had hypothesized the younger
generations, especially Generation Xers, opposed the idea of networking). Figure 19 shows this
trend after the generations are collapsed for statistical significance (probability 0.005).
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Figure 19: Attitude towards networking
Table 5 summarizes the key findings from the "Working Styles and Motivation" subsection.
Table 5: Summary of key findings on "Working Styles and Motivation"
Category Summary of findings
Working style Propensity to be multitasking increases with younger generations.
Working style Most generations, except for the Traditionalists, are not looking for fun at
work.
Working style All generations are pretty much balanced with respect to the following
dichotomies: individual vs. team players, collaborative vs. competitive,
system-oriented vs. detail-oriented
Working style Younger generations see networking as a way to advance their career.
Source of motivation Traditionalists and Millennials are motivated by public
recognition/acknowledgements.
Source of motivation Everyone likes bonus and/or salary increase but the extent of its
motivational impact increases with younger age. Millennials are extremely
motivated by bonus and/or salary increase.
Source of motivation Importance of promotion and/or title increase almost linearly with younger
generations. Traditionalists are only somewhat motivate by it while the
Millennials find it extremely motivating.
Source of motivation Everyone is similarly motivated by new challenges and opportunities,
meaning at work, autonomy and responsibilities, fun at work, collective
team awards, praises from colleagues, and sense of contributing to the
company.
Retention (related to Older generations value the nature of work as precursor to selecting an
motivation) organization.
Retention Younger generations are driven by monetary factors; older generations are
least driven by salary or benefits when changing jobs.
Perception of Other Employees
With respect to attitude towards younger colleagues, the only statistically significant set of data
across generations is that related to "stubborn vs. flexible." As Figure 20 shows, all generations but
the Baby Boomers see younger employees as being very flexible; the Millennials see young
employees (probably in evaluating themselves), as being extremely flexible (rating of "5.35"). Note
that all generations indicate younger employees are on the flexible side (all rated a score of "4.38" or
greater; "1" is mostly stubborn, "7" is mostly flexible).
Figure 20: Attitude towards younger leaders - "Stubborn vs. flexible"
Of the other attributes being questioned, all generations describe younger employees as fairly
"easy to work with" (mean 3.2; "1" is mostly easy to work with, "7" is mostly hard to work with),
fairly "hard-working" (mean 3.26; "1" is mostly hard-working, "7" is mostly lazy), "quick to make
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decisions" (mean 3.31; "1" is mostly quick to make decisions, "7" is mostly slow-and-steady), half
way between "thorough" and "careless" (mean "3.82"; "1" is mostly thorough, "7" is mostly
careless), "easy to nurture" (mean 2.9; "1" is mostly easy to nurture, "7" is mostly poor learners) and
"not-too-bad mentors" (mean 3.59; "1" is mostly good mentors, "7" is mostly condescending
teachers). Of particular importance is the response to the perception of younger employees as "no
different to me vs. just too different"; all generations, including the older generations, regard young
employees as more or less no different to themselves (mean 2.96; "1" is mostly no different to me,
"7" is mostly just to different).
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Figure 21: Attitude towards younger leaders - "Good listeners with good people skills"
A similar trend to attitude towards younger employees is evident for attitude toward younger
leaders (Figure 21). The only statistically significant data is in the attribute of "good listeners with
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good people skills" (probability 0.023). While all generations regard young leaders as better than fair
in this aspect (better than rating of "4"), Baby Boomers only see them as mediocre. All generations
provide a rating between "4" and "5" with the younger generations scoring the highest rating.
All of the other responses are consistently middling with all means falling between "3.83"
and "4.8" on a rating scale from "1" (totally disagree) to "7" (absolutely agree). All generations
disagree to young leaders as being "control-freaks" (mean 3.83) and are on the agreeable side for the
rest: "good decision makers" (mean 4.19), "respectful to me" (mean 4.79), "technically competent"
(mean 4.56), "creative and innovative" (mean 4.8), and "sets a good example" (mean 4.42).
A very different picture is painted for attitude towards older colkagues, as shown by Figure 22.
The sets of data plotted - "easy vs. hard to work with" (probability 0.004) and "stubborn vs.
flexible" (probability 0.45) - are the only two statistically significant across the generations. From
the graph, it is clear that the younger generations, especially Generation Xers, find older employees
relatively harder to work with than the older generations; in fact, the Traditionalists indicate that
older employees are very easy to work with (mean 2.85; "1" is mostly easy to work with, "7" is
mostly hard to work with), Baby Boomers follow suit (mean 3.65). Generation Xers find older
colleagues slightly hard to work with (mean 4.19) while Millennials find the older colleagues neither
easy nor hard to work with.
Meanwhile, the "stubborn vs. flexible" variable exhibits a decreasing, almost linear, trend as
the generations become younger. The Traditionalists are the only generation who see older
colleagues (possibly evaluating themselves) as being on the flexible side (mean 4.23; "1" is mostly
stubborn, "7" is mostly flexible); Baby Boomers (mean 3.87), Generation Xers (mean 3.48), and
Millennials (mean 3.27) all perceive older colleagues as being more stubborn.
Figure 22: Attitude towards older colleagues
For the most part, general trends of the other attributes reflect what was hypothesized in the
literature. Older colleagues are seen as "hard working" (mean 3.43; "1" is mostly hard working, "7"
is mostly lazy), "slow-and-steady" in making decisions (mean 4.46; "1" is mostly quick to make
decisions, "7" is mostly slow-and-steady), and "thorough" (mean 2.96; "1" is mostly thorough, "7" is
mostly careless). They are also perceived as "good mentors" (mean 3.13; "1" is mostly great
mentors, "7" is condescending teachers). Of importance again is the fact that as with younger
employees, older employees are also perceived as being more or less "no different to me" for all
generations (mean 3.31; "1" is mostly no different to me, "7" is mostly just to different).
With respect to older leaders, the only attribute that displays statistical significance across the
generations is "creative and innovative" (probability 0.046). Keeping in mind of the fact that the
rating is on a scale of "1" (totally disagree) to "7" (absolutely agree), Figure 23 shows that all
generations are more on the agreeable side of the fence (mean greater than 4). That said, it is clearly
evident that beyond Generation Xers, the propensity to see older leaders as creative and innovative
increases with age (Traditionalists provides a mean rating of 4.92, Baby Boomers 4.59). Generation
Xers and Millennials are fairly even in their perceptions (mean of 4.19 and 4.18, respectively).
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Figure 23: Attitude towards older leaders - "Creative and innovative"
Responses to other attributes are mostly positive, the lowest mean rating being 4.05. In
decreasing order of mean ratings, older leaders are seen as "technically competent" (mean 5.19),
"respectful" (mean 5.11), "good decision makers" (mean 5.03), "set a good example" (mean 4.95),
and "good listeners with good people skills" (mean 4.65).
Table 6 summarizes the key findings from the "Perception of Other Employees" subsection.
Table 6: Summary of key findings on "Perception of Other Employees"
Category Summary of findings
Younger colleagues All generations see younger colleagues as being not all that different to
them.
Older colleagues All generations see older colleagues as being not all that different although
the younger generations do find them relatively more stubborn and
working with older colleagues relatively harder.
Younger, older leaders Attitude towards leaders are more-or-less the same for both younger and
older; all leaders are deemed fair with respect to the attributes of creativity,
technical competency, respectfulness, decision-making, setting an example,
and good people skills.
Career Plans
All variables under the question of career aspirations are statistically significant across the
generations: "technical expert" (probability 0.024), "technical manager" (probability 0.017), "current
employer" (probability 0.001), "current industry" (probability 0.032), and "something completely
different" (probability 0.043). The response is on a rating scale from "1" (no way) to "7" (definitely
yes).
As Figure 24 shows, there is a decrease in plans to become a "technical expert," "staying
with the current employer," and "staying in the current industry" as generations become younger.
While the perceived plans to these career paths could be seen as being fairly certain (all rated above
"4.62," Millennial's rating of "staying with current employer"), the confidence level declines quite
significantly from the Traditionalists' rating of around "6" to mid-"4" of the Millennials.
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Figure 24: Career aspirations
As was evident in the section on learning, the younger generations again show a propensity
to favor management and leadership, as indicated by the increase in career aspiration of "technical
manager" with decreasing age. In contrast, Traditionalists are not interested in technical
management positions. Instead, many Traditionalists are looking for "something completely
different" in the twilight of their careers; the same is true for the younger generations with their
future wide open ahead of them.
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The generations need to be collapsed for the data on ideal retirement to be statistically
significant. As Figure 25 indicates, both groups see retirement in the traditional sense; as an
"opportunity to pursue new hobbies and interests." As expected, many of the younger generations
have yet to think about something that is many years ahead of them. Noteworthy is the fact that
many Traditionalists and Baby Boomers expect themselves to be working part-time at their current
company after retirement.
Figure 25: Retirement plans
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Table 7 summarizes the key findings from the "Career Plans" subsection.
Table 7: Summary of key findings on "Career Plans"
Category Summary of findings
Career plans Confidence in career plans to become technical expert, staying with current
employer, and staying in the current industry decreases with younger
generations.
Career plans Younger generations see themselves as becoming technical managers;
Traditionalists do not.
Retirement plans Most (from all generations) see retirement as an opportunity to pursue new
hobbies and interests; most of the younger generations have yet to think
about retirement.
Retirement plans A significant number of both Traditionalists and Baby Boomers see
themselves working part-time for their current employer after retirement.
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CHAPTER 5: DISCUSSION
Discussion of Findings
Table 8 compiles all the key findings from data analysis.
Table 8: Summary of key findings
Category Subcategory Summary of findings
Face-to-face communication is both pertinent and important for
everyone alike. In fact, data suggests it may be considered more
important by engineers of the younger generations.
communication Older generations do use electronic means of communication. For
instance, Baby Boomers are found to communicate via e-mail
Communication more than any other generation; they were also the prominent user
of electronic means for researching information.
Younger generations are more familiar with Wiki.
All generation express what can be described as mild indifference
Technology to computers and see computers as "part of life." Perception
towards computers (and perhaps technology) does not vary with
generations.
Important leadership qualities do not vary across the generations
Leadership although younger generations seem to prefer leaders that are olderLeadership
than them.
Feedback Generations show no difference in preferred feedback styles.
Older generations prefer individual ways of learning - including
web-based training - while the younger generations prefer a more
Learning style hands-on and personal approach.
Learning One-on-one training and mentorship are effective learning method
for all generations alike.
Engineers from all generations aspire to learn more about their
Learning area technical area; perhaps this is an indication of engineers' common
desire to become experts.
Category Subcategory Summary of findings
Learning Learning area Young generations want to learn more about leadership and
(Continued) (Continued) management.
Propensity to be multitasking increases with younger generations.
Most generations, except for the Traditionalists, are not looking
for fun at work.
Working style All generations are pretty much balanced with respect to the
following dichotomies: individual vs. team players, collaborative vs.
competitive, system-oriented vs. detail-oriented
Younger generations see networking as a way to advance their
career.
Traditionalists and Millennials are motivated by public
recognition/acknowledgements.
Everyone likes bonus and/or salary increase but the extent of its
motivational impact increases with younger age. Millennials are
Motivation and extremely motivated by bonus and/or salary increase.
Work Source of Importance of promotion and/or title increase almost linearly with
motivation younger generations. Traditionalists are only somewhat motivate
by it while the Millennials find it extremely motivating.
Everyone is similarly motivated by new challenges and
opportunities, meaning at work, autonomy and responsibilities, fun
at work, collective team awards, praises from colleagues, and sense
of contributing to the company.
Older generations value the nature of work as precursor to
selecting an organization.
Retention "Younger generations are driven by monetary factors; older
generations are least driven by salary or benefits when changing
jobs.
................... . ............................................ . ................................................ .................................................... °............... ........
Perception of All generations see younger colleagues as being not all that
other employees different to them.
Category
Motivation and
Work
(Continued)
Subcategory
Perception of
other employees
(Continued)
Career plans
Summary of findings
All generations see older colleagues as being not all that different
although the younger generations do fmd them relatively more
stubborn and working with older colleagues relatively harder.
Attitude towards leaders are more-or-Iess the same for both
younger and older; all leaders are deemed fair with respect to the
attributes of creativity, technical competency, respectfulness,
decision-making, setting an example, and good people skills.
Confidence in career plans to become technical expert, staying
with current employer, and staying in the current industry
decreases with younger generations.
............................................................................................................................................................
Younger generations see themselves as becoming technical
managers; Traditionalists do not.
Most (from all generations) see retirement as an opportunity to
pursue new hobbies and interests; most of the younger generations
have yet to think about retirement.
A significant number of both Traditionalists and Baby Boomers
see themselves working part-time for their current employer after
retirement.
While the data does reveal some differences, it is quite obvious that for the most part, survey
research does not substantiate much of the findings in the literature; in fact, it is contradictory in the
majority of cases. Generational differences among engineers do not seem to be as prevalent as
many fear; the so-called the generation gaps seem rather narrow.
Data analysis has clearly shown the importance, or at least the prevalence of face-to-face
communication to all generations. This direcdy coincides with Allen's research on communication
among engineers that indicated the importance of face-to-face communication on technological
innovation (Allen, 1977). Personal experience also justifies these findings as face-to-face interactions
was easily the most preferred and most effective form of communication in finding answers but
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more importantly, obtaining complementary knowledge that was not the primary intent but
nevertheless invaluable.
A rather surprising discovery was that related to the older generations of engineers'
prominent use of electronic communication, namely e-mail. This may be attributed to the fact that
many members of these groups are likely to be in management or leadership positions that
necessitate considerable use of e-mails to communicate, more so than technical communication
which are deemed most effective via face-to-face or verbal communication; translating technical
information into e-mail is often hard and time-consuming, difficulty of which is increased by
stringent proprietary and classified information guidelines.
Contrary to what was stated in the literature, attitude towards technology did not vary across
the generations and all considered computers as part of life. Perhaps this should be no surprise
given the very fact that the employees being studied are technology-savvy engineers. Even so, it is
rather surprising that the older generations turn to electronic means of research more than the
youngsters. As expected, the younger generations were more familiar with Wikis than the older
generation, although the discrepancy was not dramatic.
Both important leadership qualities and preferred feedback styles did not vary across the
generations, again contrary to popular beliefs. It may be that engineers prefer similar types of
leaders and feedback styles; it may also be the case that the responses are an illustration of their
"ideal leader."
Effective learning styles did vary across the generations as was hypothesized by Lancaster
and Stillman (Lancaster & Stillman, 2002). Traditionalists and Baby Boomers are used to teaching
themselves and learning the "hard way" (and supposedly expecting others to do so as well) from
their heydays at work while the Generation Xers and Millennials are more hands-on and learn by
doing. At the same time, however, all generations agreed that one-on-one training and mentorship
are very effective.
Engineers from all generations expressed desire to further their education in their respective
technical areas; perhaps this is an indication of engineers' common tendency to "dig deeper" in
order to become experts in their technical field. Younger generations also indicated that they want
to learn more about leadership and management; along with their career aspirations to become
managers, this is consistent with Allen and Katz findings where they discovered young engineers
generally seek managerial advancement (Allen & Katz, 1986). Their research also discovered that
the management motivations decline with age and are replaced with a desire for more interesting
work content, and this is also reflected in the data; Traditionalists are the only generation looking for
"fun" at work and the older generations value the nature of work as the most important criterion for
selecting an employer.
As expected, the propensity to be multi-tasking increased with younger generations; as
described in the hypothesized differences, the advent of the information age is likely the primary
cause of this work behavior. However, younger generations also indicated that they see networking
as a way to advance their career. This is contradictory to their (especially the Generation Xers)
supposed disdain for office politics.
Both the Traditionalists and Millennials are highly motivated by public recognition and
acknowledgements per the hypothesis. While everyone expressed fondness for financial rewards,
the extent of its motivational impact increased with younger age, and the Millennials were by far the
most excited by bonuses and salary increases. Promotion and titles had the same effect and it is
likely that these phenomena are age and status-related; the older generations have acquired stability
in their career and financial status, as opposed to the younger generations who are still very much
looking for that stability. The same can be said of the younger generations expressing monetary
factors as key precursors to selecting an employer while the older generations show indifference.
All generations had similar perceptions of younger colleagues. It was the same with respect
to older colleagues except for the younger generations seeing older generations as slightly more
difficult to work with due to their stubbornness. As discovered in literature research, this may be
related to the issue of respect where younger employees desire to be heard, while the older
generations uphold their experience (Derrick & Walker, 2006).
Attitude towards both younger and older leaders were similar across all the generations.
This alleviates much of the concern expressed in the literature about younger leaders managing
employees older than them, especially since the leader characteristic of "older than me" was
considered important only by the younger generations.
The increasing uncertainty of career and retirement plans with younger generations is again
likely to be closely related to age and their current status; opportunities are still very much expansive
for the younger generations as they have yet to establish a status at which point opportunities
become limited and key career decisions harder to make (family is a good example).
The fact that many Traditionalists and Baby Boomers see themselves as working part-time
post-retirement is consistent with recent findings that more and more of the older generations are
planning to continue working in some capacity after retirement. The large 2004 survey of Baby
Boomers found that nearly 80% want to work at least part-time during retirement (Bell & Narz,
2007). Today, more than three-quarters of adults approaching retirement say they plan to continue
working in some capacity because they find that benefits of intellectual stimulation, social
interaction, physical activity, and, of course, supplemental income, are more valuable than endless
rounds of leisure activity (Erickson, 2008b).
Implications and Strategic Recommendations
Before delving into the details of the recommendations, it must be remembered that context
of the research is critical; the research focused on engineers, and engineers in a large technical
organization. As such, the following recommendations are most applicable to engineers and larger
organizations (other limitations of research will be discussed in conclusions) with the primary intent
of accommodating transfer of knowledge and experiences, both tangible and intangible, across
generations.
It must also be remembered that a holistic approach is critical to implementing strategies.
Thus, the following recommendations should not be taken as individual solutions; they are not
intended to be "silver bullets" that will alone conquer the knowledge transfer challenge.
Organizational design choices work as coherent systems (the "complementary systems" theory) and
their success are contingent on both the strategy selected and the environment in which the business
operates (the "contingency theory") (Kates & Galbraith, 2007). As such, piecemeal adoption of
management practices has little impact on business performance; implementing the following
recommendations must occur as part of a systematic approach that considers all implications to the
organization prior to decisive actions.
Now for the implications and recommendations. The fact of the matter is, that the data is
very encouraging to an engineering organization and contrary to the fears of many. The discussion of
the findings clearly indicates that engineers from all generations are similar in many ways and do not
exhibit significant generational differences. However, the challenge of transferring knowledge still
exists and must be addressed.
Fortunately, there are some important discoveries that have direct implications on flow of
information and could be leveraged to facilitate better, more efficient, effective and precise
transference of knowledge. What follows are discussion of implications and associated
recommendations of face-to-face communication, mentorship, and information technology (IT).
There are two very important themes underlying the recommendations:
* Increasing the breadth (number of organizational colleagues consulted, both inside and
outside one's project) and the intensity (number of contacts with each organizational
colleague) of internal consulting contributes to higher project performance (Allen, 1977).
* There is remarkable overlap between technical discussion and social contact networks (Allen,
1977; Cowgill, Wolfers, & Zitzewitz, 2008).
Therefore, expanding closely interconnected and spontaneous relationships across generations has
immense potential for flow of information and transfer of knowledge.
Face-to-face Communication
Face-to-face communication is critical to engineers, as aforementioned. It is their primary
medium of communication; it is most common, the very first sought when a technical question
arises, regarded as the most effective method of communicating work-related matters. As such, the
implications are simply that organizations must actively foster face-to-face communications.
Physical arrangement of offices plays a critical role in face-to-face communication patterns.
Allen's research discovered that the probability of two people communicating is intrinsically related
to their distance of separation (Allen, 1977). Specifically, the probability declines steeply up to a
distance of approximately nine meters of separation from which point the probability flattens; by
that time, the probability of communication is less than 0.1. What's more, vertical separation, office
arrangements, and travel routes all have impact on communication. Most recently, Google's
research on using its internal prediction markets to track information flows reiterated the
importance of geographical proximity in explaining information flows (Cowgill et al., 2008).
With that in mind, office locations and arrangements can be effective tools in
accommodating flow of technological information. Consider Allen's research on a non-territorial
office with an "open floor plan" (Allen, 1977). The office had no walls, no desks or other
permanent fixtures; instead, all work was performed at laboratory benches and large round tables
and an individual could choose to work anywhere that suited him/her in the area or that was
convenient. Interestingly, the employees found this new work environment comfortable; more
importantly, however, this layout actually improved coordination and communication among the
employees. While such a layout may not be effective for all engineers alike (especially since different
disciplines work in different environments), it does bring home a critical point; creative and
innovative office layouts that collocate many generations together and accommodate spontaneous
interactions have immense potential to improve flow of information.
Taking this idea one step further, physical architectures of buildings can potentially best
facilitate face-to-face communication and play a vital role in knowledge transfer (Allen & Henn,
2007). As an example, the building BMW Projekthaus in Munich, Germany, was architected and
founded on two management tools - organizational structure and physical space - to effectively
support the company's innovation process and the specific requirements of product development.
Mentorshro
It is generally accepted that mentorship is very important. The research data is supportive of
this belief, as all generations regarded one-on-one training and mentorship to be extremely effective.
In this way, mentorship programs could prove to be very helpful in facilitating knowledge transfer if
the right incentives and motivators are set in place.
The younger generations, as indicated by the data, see networking as a way to advance their
career. Thus, presenting mentorship programs as a way to expand their network, get exposure, and
learn from new mentors should be sufficient motivation, or at the very least rouse their curiosity.
Seeking volunteer engineers to be mentors presents itself a different challenge. A good approach,
perhaps, is to set up a mentor rating system where mentees anonymously rate their mentors for their
openness, knowledge and helpfulness. Other mentees can seek out mentors from these ratings.
This way, mentors from the older generations can find motivation in seeking public
acknowledgement and improving their reputation in the company. That said, senior engineers may
not even need to be incentivized to participate in the mentorship program as personal experiences
have shown that the older engineers actually enjoy sharing and storytelling their diverse set of
experiences through which knowledge freely flows.
Mentorship program can be as simple as just a one-on-one do-it-yourself program or can
even expand into "mentorship days" where mentors and mentees meet to talk, catch up and share.
Hands-on mentorship, i.e., technical mentorship on the job, is also very critical. According to
Worthwhile magazine (March 2005) issue, most people learn by gaining hands-on experience with
67 percent learning when working with a colleague on a task (Bourgeois, 2006). In support of the
importance of hands-on mentorship, the author's personal recount speaks to an experience in which
a rookie employee's "different approach" to presenting system logic and flow - using Microsoft
Powerpoint animations, often heavily criticized by management folks for its potential to be
distracting - backed by the knowledge and experience acquired from continuous discussions (most
of it face-to-face, of course) with an excellent technical mentor, was instrumental in meeting a key
milestone, opening doors to additional funds and improving customer relations.
It must be noted that a mentoring program in which one senior professional advises a junior
staff member or a group of new workers may be limited; no single star performer knows everything.
Therefore, an "expert model" like the one used at Bell Labs that pools the strategies of many star
experts is likely to prove much more effective (Kelley & Caplan, 1993).
As previously discussed, more and more of the older generations are holding off retirement
or planning part-time work after retirement. This fact can only help the mentorship program
further. To take advantage of the older generations' desire to continue to work post-retirement,
companies are offering a wider array of flexible arrangements that make it easier for individuals to
create a life that includes both leisure and work (Erickson, 2008b). In 2007, Deloitte instituted
Personal Pursuits, a program that allows employees who leave the workforce to stay connected
through a mentor and training opportunities for up to five years; in 1994, Sun Microsystems
developed a program that institutionalized the virtual office and flextime, called iWork (Bell & Narz,
2007). Using similar flexible approaches, maintaining continuous channels with retirees can prove to
be highly instrumental to transferring as much of their experience and knowledge to the younger
generations.
Information Technology (IT)
Having said much about the importance of face-to-face communication, consider the
following fact: we live in an age where reduction in cost of communication and a revolution in
Information Technologies have opened doors to a plethora of new and innovative organizational
ideas (Malone, 2004).
Take Wikipedia, for example. Wikipedia is an "open-content" online encyclopedia that was
created using an open-source software in January, 2001. Wiki, the Hawaiian term for "quick," refers
to the ease with which people can add and edit entries using the special collaboration software the
site uses; anyone at any time (with an Internet connection and a computer) could revise existing
articles or add new articles of their own (Malone, 2004). Seven years later, Wikipedia has the
potential to be the greatest effort in collaborative knowledge gathering the world has ever known,
and it may well be the greatest effort in voluntary collaboration of any kind, with more than a
million entries in just the English-language (Poe, 2006)
The Wiki approach has immense potential in a large organization. Aided by new IT
infrastructures, it has potential to be an extraordinary medium of information flow, capturing both
tangible and intangible information: tangible data via the consolidated information repository itself,
and more importantly, the intangible information (such as experiences) permeated through the
community which is created by the consensus building process of the Wiki. It is a new form of
social network created within the walls of the company with the intent of sharing, consolidating, and
correcting technical information, as well as facilitating impromptu and spontaneous acquaintances
and discussions.
As a hypothetical example, consider the process of approving a set of system requirements.
It is usually marked by multiple phases of reviews by few experts, in many cases sequential, and is
very time consuming. The Wiki approach could potentially be implemented for the purpose of
"defect containment"; with the right guides and alerts, there could be many more expert engineers
concurrently looking for defects, thereby increasing the speed and chances of catching them. What's
more, anyone could post a question and anyone can provide the answer; rather than go through
multiple threads of e-mails to resolve an issue, participants can also hold technical discussions in a
forum that is open to anyone with some knowledge of the matter at hand. In fact, one could
potentially envision a future where all electronic collaboration and coordination (such as e-mails)
takes place online on such a system.
The system also has potential to act as an "expert" finder. Knowing who to ask the question
to is often quite challenging in a large engineering organization, finding the right subject matter
experts often consists of multiple rounds of "hide-and-seek." Data mining (an IT practice) in this
Wild system can potentially help find who the experts are, as is being currently tested at IBM with
it's "smallBlue" initiative.
The key again lies in setting up the right incentives to using this new communication
channel. Since all contributions are tracked we can attract the older generations who favor public
acknowledgements and would surely like to leave their mark in the company (who wouldn't?). As for
the younger generations, their affinity towards new technology and an opportunity to freely express
their ideas may be sufficient inspiration to participate. For all, the new system can be described as a
new "fun" approach to work, and an opportunity to expand one's network. While the idea of
collecting metrics from contributions to this new Wiki for performance evaluation was considered, it
will likely undermine the whole intent with people attempting to sabotage the system.
User interface is also critical. It must be easy to use and accommodate technology users of all
ages and experiences. That said, engineers shouldn't have too much of a problem, especially in light
of the data results indicating that all generations were comfortable with technology.
Realistically speaking, implementing such a system in a large engineering organization is
likely to face many challenges. For one, multiple layers of "clearances" required for different types
of information oppose the openness of the system and pose an immense challenge. It will also take
considerable time for people to familiarize themselves with such a substantial system; what's more,
results will not be immediately visible. As with any new change introduced in a company, culture
will also undoubtedly play a conflicting role.
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSIONS
Contrary to popular belief, this research has found that generation gaps are not very evident
among engineers in a large, technical organization. Some hypothesized differences from literature
research were indeed noticed, but most were not supported by the survey data.
A key discovery is related to form of communication, one that clearly points to both the
importance and necessity of face-to-face communication. Organizations can foster and encourage
face-to-face communication through creative office layouts that collocate many generations and
accommodate spontaneous interactions. Capital permitting, this concept can be taken to the
extreme by investing in physical architectures and buildings with great results, as exemplified by the
BMW Projekthaus in Munich, Germany.
Underlying the facilitation of face-to-face communication is the fact that expanding closely
interconnected and spontaneous relationships across generations will improve flow of information
and transfer of knowledge. The same concept underlies the other recommended strategies -
mentorship in various forms and harnessing Information Technology for collaborative and social
interaction - that collectively have immense potential to accommodate knowledge transfer in a large,
engineering organization.
Although much of the findings in this research have invalidated what has been widely
discussed in the literature, it does not mean that generational gaps do not exist at all, nor does it
suggest that the generational school of thought does not deserve merit. Rather, as Sago states,
"understanding generational issues will lead to wider recognition of variables that impact all facets of
society (Sago, 2001)." Indeed, exploring organizational and social issues from a variety of
perspectives will only help in mankind's endless endeavor to continue learning, ultimately for the
betterment of society.
Limitations and Future Work
The obvious limitation to the research was the sample. There was an uneven distribution of
responses such that the data received by Traditionalists and the Millennials may not have been truly
representative of their tendencies. The defense industry also limited the demographics of the sample
to U.S. citizens (although one could argue that this is precisely why hypothesized generational
differences should have been more emphasized); the defense industry itself is also a very unique
environment and it is quite possible that the results from this research is representative of not only
generational characteristics, but the workplace culture. Though it was intended, the sample was also
confined to those employees in the east coast of the U.S.
With these limitations in mind, future research could endeavor looking for generational gaps
across all the offices in the U.S., and maybe even across the globe. Broadly speaking, research could
observe engineers working in the traditional consumer goods industry and look for similarities and
differences; one could venture beyond engineers and see how generational differences are portrayed
in different industries, different jobs, and even different cultures.
In hindsight, limited time and resources led to a research that covered more in breadth than
depth; this research just scratched the surface of what could eventually be a laborious but very
worthwhile endeavor. As such, future research in this arena can be more focused, perhaps on
specific traits and tendencies, armed with validated research approaches. For instance, the actual
impact of the (supposed) generational differences on synergies within an enterprise remains to be a
follow-on and more open-ended research topic. Gauging the potential effectiveness of the strategic
recommendations (in the discussion) in the context of generation gaps and knowledge transfer also
poses an interesting challenge. Finally, how do generationally diverse project teams compare with
those that are not?
APPENDIX
Appendix A: Generational Differences - Literature
Following is a list of all the generational differences and the references extracted during
literature research:
* Loyalty to institution, attitude towards authority (Deal, 2007; Derrick & Walker, 2006;
Foreman, 2006; Francis-Smith, 2004; Gawel, 1999; Hu et al., 2004; Kadlec, 2007; Kyles,
2005; Sago, 2001)
* Attitude towards technology, "techno-literacy" (Foreman, 2006; Francis-Smith, 2004; Glass,
2007; Hu et al., 2004; Sago, 2001; Zemke et al., 2000)
* Work ethic and styles: individualistic vs. team-oriented, competitive, multi-tasking, detail-
oriented, hard-working (Dunn-Cane, Gonzalez, & Stewart, 1999; Foreman, 2006; Francis-
Smith, 2004; Gawel, 1999; Glass, 2007; Hu et al., 2004; Kadlec, 2007; Sago, 2001; Zemke et
al., 2000)
* Work/life balance (Derrick & Walker, 2006; Francis-Smith, 2004; Kadlec, 2007; Lancaster &
Stillman, 2002; Marshall, 2004; Sago, 2001; Zemke et al., 2000)
* Leadership preferences (Davis, 2002; Deal, 2007; Francis-Smith, 2004; Lancaster & Stillman,
2002; Wieck et al., 2002; Zemke et al., 2000)
* Preferred feedback frequency and style (Deal, 2007; Glass, 2007; Hu et al., 2004; Lancaster &
Stillman, 2002)
* Life values (Deal, 2007; Francis-Smith, 2004; Kyles, 2005; Zemke et al., 2000)
* Respect (Deal, 2007; Derrick & Walker, 2006; Kadlec, 2007)
* Attitude towards "office politics" and networking (Deal, 2007; Hu et al., 2004; Kyles, 2005)
* Attitude towards change (Deal, 2007; Kadlec, 2007; Marshall, 2004)
* Job expectation and reasons for retention (Davis, 2002; Deal, 2007; Foreman, 2006; Gawel,
1999; Lancaster & Stillman, 2002)
* Learning preferences and developmental areas (Deal, 2007; Lancaster & Stillman, 2002)
* Communication styles (Derrick & Walker, 2006; Glass, 2007; Hu et al., 2004; Marshall, 2004)
* Career goals and aspirations (Kyles, 2005; Lancaster & Stillman, 2002)
* Motivators and Rewards (Dunn-Cane et al., 1999; Foreman, 2006; Gawel, 1999; Kyles, 2005;
Lancaster & Stillman, 2002)
* Retirement plans (Hu et al., 2004; Lancaster & Stillman, 2002)
Appendix B: Generational Differences - Personal Hypotheses
Following is a list of generational differences based on personal experiences and speculations
that were not covered in Appendix A.
Speed ofprocessing information
Generation Xers and Millennials may process information faster than the Traditionalists and
Baby Boomers. While "youth" may play a role, it is possible that the Generation Xers' and
Millennials' exposure to the information explosion in the late 20th century have better nurtured their
ability to process large amounts of information efficiently. Thus they can fare better when
bombarded with large amounts of information. This may introduce conflicts, for example, as
younger generations may easily become impatient with the "meticulous" and "slow-and-steady"
tendencies of the older generations.
"Correctness" ofprocessing information (attention to detail, attention span)
While the latter generations may process information faster, by no means does that translate
their ability to "correctly" or "sufficiently" process the information. For instance, Generation Xers
and Millennials may tend to skim or read just the first two pages of an article while the
Traditionalists and Baby Boomers will endure each and every detail. The same information
explosion that may have trained the Generation Xers and Millennials to process more information
faster may have also undermined their attention to detail, especially given the enormity of the
information overwhelming society; there is just insufficient time to scrutinize all the information in
detail. In contrast, the older generations, especially the Traditionalists, are likely to be more
meticulous since they were accustomed to having more "time" and comparatively less amount of
"data" to be just that. As a result, latter generations are more prone to making mistakes as well as
forgetting the details faster.
Speed ofputting thought (information) into action (patience/impatience)
The older generations may be more inclined to think twice about a certain decision before
actually putting it into action, and perhaps revisit their decision even in the midst of the action.
Generation Xers may be the most skeptical and careful of all given much negativity in their
experiences and the "fear" of doing something wrong with negative consequences. As for
Millennials, the speed from thought to action is likely to be much faster with their high energy,
confidence and competency, especially with the assistance of technology that encourages more
action then thought (e.g., e-mail, instant messaging). Consequently, there can be differences in the
number of mistakes made in their initial work and the need for rework may vary depending on the
generational differences across workers.
Life Experiences
With much longer (time) work experiences, Traditionalists and Baby Boomers are likely to
have acquired significant number of heuristics for a given profession. With less conformity to
experience and their desire for diverse (dispersed) experiences, Generation Xers and Millennials may
bring in fresh, innovative and outside the box thinking. The range of information, especially in light
of recent technologies and events, may be much broader with the Generation Xers and Millennials
(although not necessarily deep, see above).
Family experiences will also vary. Generation Xers and Millennials are likely to have younger
children, if any. Many may not yet be married. Therefore, they are likely to have less experience
bring up children. Raising children and a family - being a parent - is likely to provide one much
more relationship experiences and understanding of other people which definitely contributes to
how well he/she works with others. Other family experiences such as divorces (of parents or
themselves), parents being laid off, violence, and family affluence (or poverty) are also likely to affect
how one behaves at work.
Military experience could also be a valuable factor. It is entirely possible for military
experience to play a role in loyalty and conformity to rules and regulations. This also includes
exposure to warfare. Furthermore, military experience may contribute to managing styles and
experiences. For e.g., during WWII, officers in their twenties were given huge responsibilities as
squadron commanders and this can definitely affect how they manage (very seldom will you see an
officer in his/her twenties acting as a squadron leader).
Forms of Intellectual Sources
With so much emphasis on and effectiveness of networking in the recent years, Generation
Xers and Millennials are likely to have many "people" resource from which to garner significant
levels of intellect. Furthermore, they are likely to have a more diverse array of intellectual sources
that range from the traditional newspaper to magazines, journals, radio, TV, Podcasts, internet, etc.
Forms of Leisure and Entertainment
Professional team sports are billion-dollar industries in the U.S. today that attract
phenomenal levels of attention and revenue. However, this wasn't always the case and it is relatively
recent that these professional leagues and associations have skyrocketed in popularity and fame. To
a certain extent, this is an indication of the changes in forms of leisure and entertainment over the
past century. Group activities (such as team sports) were not as prominent in the days of the
Traditionalists who may have turned to more individual forms of leisure such as reading, puzzles
and chess. Baby Boomers witnessed the rise of group activities (team sports, music, etc.).
Generation Xers grew up with PCs. This trend has continued with electronic video games and
more-so the internet-drive games attracting much individual attention to TV sets and computer
screens. The fact that leisure is often a dichotomy of individual and group activities lends itself to
the possibility of impacting how an individual interacts with others in the workforce.
Attitude Towards Racial/Cultural/Sexual Diversity
While this is a sensitive issue, it is highly plausible that the more recent Generation Xers and
Millennials are more open towards diversity than the Traditionalists and Babay Boomers due in large
part to the general society's broadening attitude towards diversity (as well as diversification of
cultures in the general population). This can have a marked impact on how "groups" of different
races, cultures, and sexual orientation work with each other; Generation Xers and Millennials may
have relatively less drawbacks when working with diverse groups.
Attitude Towards and Knowledge of World Events (Holistic View)
A recent poll discovered that today's generations were incredibly unaware of the political
landscape of the US, not to mention world politics and events. It is possible that although
information was not so readily available (no Internet) back in the days of the Traditionlists and the
Baby Boomers, they paid more attention to what was happening around the world, especially with
international events such as wars.
Attitude Towards Risk
The Great Depression is likely to have driven out any risk-seeking behaviors in the
Traditionalist generation. With a more free and rebellious mindset, the Baby Boomers are
potentially more open to risk. Having experienced much turmoil in their heydays (divorce rates,
unemployment rates, abortion, etc.), the Generation Xers are prone to be extremely risk averse. In
contrast, the Millennials' free-willing, confident and carefree nature are potentially sources of
entrepreneurial spirit and motivation.
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Appendix E: E-mail Notification, Cover Letter with Implied Consent
Dear Employee,
Greetingst
aeam a is supporting a study at MIT in Engineering Employee
Persapectives Relatld to Leadership. Communication, Learning, and Motivation(See attached endorsement letter from
You have been randomly selecled to participate in this study via a
questionnaire.
It is vital that you respond. Your input will provide valuable insight
into patlerms and common factors in the aberementioned categories, and help
uncover keys to further improving working relationships and facilitating
betler synergy in
The questionnaire should take about 10 minutes of your time. Participation
is voluntary. You may also choose not to answer specifict questions, and
you may withdraw from the study at any time. You may take the
questionnaire only once.
Be assured that your answers will remain absolutely anonymous. The survey
tool will preserve your anonymity by preventing any possibility of
detecting your identity. Furthermore, data collected for this study will
be organized, studied, and reporled in group4orm only.
Please be advised that your participation must take place in your own time
only and not in company time. Completion of the questionnaire will imply
consent The survey will be open for two weeks.
Please follow this link:
httrtf '/www anmona,,rana Im.~Mu rvavl mm amisn
You will be provided with general aggregat results at the end of the
research. Detailed analysis and further research results will also be
available upon request, please e-mail me and express your interest.
Thank you for your time and supportd
Sincerely,
David Kim
David J. Kim
System Design and Management Fellow
MIT Sloan School of Management
MIT School of Engineering
Appendix F: Endorsement Letter
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March 25, 2008
I would like to take this opportunity to personally introduce and endorse the enclosed survey
from : David J. Kim. David is currently in the process of
completing his Masters program in Engineering and Management at MIT. This research will
directly contribute to his Masters Thesis.
As David notes in his consent letter, you have been randomly selected to anonymously
participate in this study. Your participation is 100% voluntary, and on your own time.
Additionally, you may also choose to withdraw from the study at any time.
If you do choose to participate, your input will assist David in gaining insight into the patterns
and common factors of Leadership, Communication, Learning, and Motivation.
I thank you in advance for taking time out of your day to assist a fellow colleague as
he completes his advanced degree.
Sincerely,
~ar~
Appendix G: Data Analysis
91. Form of communication of most recent interaction with afellow employee about work matters
Cross Tabulation
Generation * Recent communication Crosstabulation
Count
Recent communication
Face-to-face Phone Instant
discussion conversation E-mail messenger Other Total
Generation Traditionalists 9 3 1 1 0 14
Baby Boomers 48 5 15 1 1 70
Generation Xers 42 8 10 7 1 68
Millennials 15 1 7 1 0 24
Total 114 17 33 10 2 176
Chi-Square Tests
Asymp. Sig.
Value df (2-sided)
Pearson Chi-Square 12.530 a  12 .404
Likelihood Ratio 13.278 12 .349
Linear-by-Linear 
.927 1 .336Association
N of Valid Cases 176
a. 12 cells (60.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .1 6.
There are too many cells with low expected counts. Collapse the generation categories into two
groups; also combine the Phone, E-mail, and Instant Messenger categories into a new category
called "Indirect discussion." For the two responses in the "Other" category - " Phone & e-mail"
and "All of the above" - include the former in the new "Indirect discussion," remove the latter since
it adds little value to the analysis.
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Generation (collapsed) * Recent communication (collapsed) Crosstabulation
Recent communication (collapsed)
Face-to-face Indirect
discussion discussion Total
Generation (collapsed) Traditionalists & Baby 57 26 83Boomers
Generation Xers & 57 35 92
Millennials 57 35 92
Total 114 61 175
Chi-Square Tests
Asymp. Sig. Exact Sig. (2- Exact Sig. (1-
Value df (2-sided) sided) sided)
Pearson Chi-Square .867 a  1 .352
Continuity Correctionb .597 1 .440
Likelihood Ratio .870 1 .351
Fisher's Exact Test 
.427 .220
Linear-by-Linear 
.862 1 .353Association
N of Valid Cases 175
a. 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 28.93.
b. Computed only for a 2x2 table
Data is not statistically significant.
92. Number of work-related conversationsyesterday (or last working day)
ANOVA
Descriptives
95% Confidence Interval for
Mean
N Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error Lower Bound Uopper Bound Minimum Maximum
# Face-to-face Traditionalists 14 3.93 1.900 .508 2.83 5.03 1 7
conversation Baby Boomers 70 4.79 2.028 .242 4.30 5.27 1 7
Generation Xers 68 5.46 1.981 .240 4.98 5.94 1 7
Millennials 23 4.91 2.065 .431 4.02 5.81 1 7
Total 175 4.99 2.036 .154 4.69 5.30 1 7
# Phone conversation Traditionalists 13 2.62 1.805 .500 1.52 3.71 0 6
Baby Boomers 59 3.03 2.059 .268 2.50 3.57 0 7
Generation Xers 68 2.49 1.996 .242 2.00 2.97 0 7
Millennials 21 2.14 2.081 .454 1.20 3.09 0 7
Total 161 2.65 2.023 .159 2.34 2.97 0 7
# E-mail Traditionalists 14 2.86 1.657 .443 1.90 3.81 0 6
Baby Boomers 63 4.98 2.129 .268 4.45 5.52 0 7
Generation Xers 68 5.26 2.071 .251 4.76 5.77 0 7
Millennials 24 4.17 2.426 .495 3.14 5.19 0 7
Total 169 4.80 2.207 .170 4.47 5.14 0 7
# Instant messaging Traditionalists 8 .25 .463 .164 -.14 .64 0 1
Baby Boomers 51 1.43 2.042 .286 .86 2.01 0 7
Generation Xers 65 3.00 2.861 .355 2.29 3.71 0 7
Millennials 22 2.05 1.812 .386 1.24 2.85 0 7
Total 146 2.16 2.499 .207 1.75 2.57 0 7
ANOVA
Sum of
Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
# Face-to-face Between Groups 33.586 3 11.195 2.785 .042
conversation Within Groups 687.408 171 4.020
Total 720.994 174
# Phone conversation Between Groups 15.956 3 5.319 1.308 .274
Within Groups 638.566 157 4.067
Total 654.522 160
# E-mail Between Groups 79.289 3 26.430 5.899 .001
Within Groups 739.267 165 4.480
Total 818.556 168
# Instant messaging Between Groups 102.412 3 34.137 6.037 .001
Within Groups 802.964 142 5.655
Total 905.377 145
Three variables - "# Face-to-face conversation," "# E-mail," and "# Instant messaging" are
statistically significant.
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93. First course of action to work-related question
Cross Tabulation
Generation a First course of action Crosstabulation
Count
First course of action
Pick up the Search the
Get up and go phone and Instant company Online
to the office call E-mail message intranet resource Other Total
Generation Traditionalists 5 5 3 0 0 1 0 14
Baby Boomers 18 14 22 5 4 1 6 70
Generation Xers 30 6 10 12 2 3 5 68
Millennials 10 1 6 5 0 2 0 24
Total 63 26 41 22 6 7 11 176
Chi-Square Tests
Asymp. Sig.
Value df (2-sided
Pearson Chi-Square 30.980a 18 .029
Likelihood Ratio 36.015 18 .007
Linear-by-Linear 
.000 1 .987Association
N of Valid Cases 176
a. 17 cells (60.7%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .48.
Again, there are too many cells with low expected counts. Remove the "Other" responses as all are
some form of "depends on the circumstances". Collapse the generation categories into two groups.
Also collapse the following:
* E-mail, Instant message: E-communication
* Search the company intranet, Online resource: Intra/Inter-net resource
Note that there were no responses to "Go to the library."
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Generation (collapsed) X First course of action (collapsed) Crosstabulation
Count
First course of action (collapsed)
Pick up the E-
Get up and go phone and communicatio Intra/inter-net
to the office call n resource Total
Generation (collapsed) Traditionalists & Baby 23 19 30 6 78Boomers
Generation Xers & 40 7 33 7 87
Millennials 40 7 33 7 87
Total 63 26 63 13 165
Chi-Square Tests
Asymp. Sig.
Value df (2-sided)
Pearson Chi-Square 9.884a  3 .020
Likelihood Ratio 10.127 3 .018
Linear-by-Linear 1.032 1 .310Association
N of Valid Cases 165
a. 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 6.15.
Data is statistically significant.
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94. Last time website search capability usedfor work-related information
Cross Tabulation
Generation * Last time website search Crosstabulation
Last time website search
More than a
Today Yesterday 2-5 days ago week ago Never Total
Generation Traditionalists 4 4 4 2 0 14
Baby Boomers 42 12 9 4 3 70
Generation Xers 28 15 13 12 0 68
Millennials 8 5 7 3 0 23
Total 82 36 33 21 3 175
Chi-Square Tests
Asymp. Sig.
Value df (2-sided)
Pearson Chi-Square 18.055 a  12 .114
Likelihood Ratio 19.209 12 .084
Linear-by-Linear 1.265 1 .261Association
N of Valid Cases 175
a. 10 cells (50.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .24.
Collapse the generation categories into two groups. Also collapse the following:
* Today, Yesterday: Last 2 days
* More than a week ago, Never:: Long time ago
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Generation (collapsed) * Last time website search (collapsed) Crosstabulation
Count
Lasttime website search (collapsed)
Long time
Last 2 days 2-5 days ago ago Total
Generation (collapsed) Traditionalists & Baby 62 13 9 84Boomers
Generation Xers &
Millennials 56 20 15 91
Total 118 33 24 175
Chi-Square Tests
Asymp. Sig.
Value df (2-sided)
Pearson Chi-Square 3.01 5a  2 .221
Likelihood Ratio 3.037 2 .219
Linear-by-Linear 2.703 1 .100Association
N of Valid Cases 175
a. 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 11.52.
Data is not statistically significant.
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95. Most effective means of receiving company information
Cross Tabulation
Generation * Effective communication of company information Crosstabulation
Count
Effective communication of company information
Discussion
with your Newsletters Billboards, TV Executive
boss E-mail (hard-copy) screens, fliers Websites Presentations Other Total
Generation Traditionalists 2 5 1 0 4 2 0 14
Baby Boomers 8 30 2 2 11 15 2 70
Generation Xers 9 23 1 1 12 20 2 68
Millennials 7 6 4 1 3 2 1 24
Total 26 64 8 4 30 39 5 176
Chi-Square Tests
Asymp. Sig.
Value df (2-sided)
Pearson Chi-Square 22.718' 18 .202
Likelihood Ratio 20.491 18 .306
Linear-by-Linear 
.147 1 .701Association
N of Valid Cases 176
a. 17 cells (60.7%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .32.
Collapse the generation categories into two groups. Review "Other" responses to match its closest
counterpart (and update numbers); otherwise, remove.
Generation (collapsed) * Effective communication of company information (colapsed) Crosstabulation
Effective communication of company information (colla sed)
Discussion
with your Newsletters Billboards, TV Executive
boss E-mail (hard-copy) screens fliers Websites Presentations Total
Generation (collapsed) Traditionalists & Baby 10 35 3 2 15 19 84
Boomers
Generation ×ers &
Millennials 17 29 5 2 15 22 90
Total 27 64 8 4 30 41 174
Chi-Square Tests
Asymp. Big.
Value df (2-sided)
Pearson Chi-Square 2.893 a  5 .716
Likelihood Ratio 2.917 5 .713
Linear-by-Linear 
.003 1 .957Association
N of Valid Cases 174
a. 4 cells (33.3%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 1.93.
Data is not statistically significant.
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96. Knowledge of Wiki
Cross Tabulation
Generation * Wki Crosstabulation
Cogunt
Wiki
Somewhat
No familiar Yes Total
Generation Traditionalists 6 4 4 14
Baby Boomers 22 20 28 70
Generation Xers 11 15 42 68
Millennials 4 5 15 24
Total 43 44 89 176
Chi-Square Tests
Asymp. Sig.
Value df (2-sided)
Pearson Chi-Square 11.91 5a  6 .064
Likelihood Ratio 11.985 6 .062
Linear-by-Linear 9.854 1 .002Association
N of Valid Cases 176
a. 2 cells (16.7%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 3.42.
Collapse the generation categories into two groups.
Generation (collapsed) * Wiki Crosstabulation
Wiki
Somewhat
No familiar Yes Total
Generation (collapsed) Traditionalists & Baby 28 24 32 84Boomers
Generation Xers &
Millennials 15 20 57 92
Total 43 44 89 176
Chi-Square Tests
Asymp. Sig.
Value df (2-sided)
Pearson Chi-Square 10.975 a  2 .004
Likelihood Ratio 11.111 2 .004
Linear-by-Linear 10.709 1 .001Association
N of Valid Cases 176
a. 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 20.52.
Data is statistically significant.
97. Attitude toward computers
Cross Tabulation
Generation * Computers Crosstabulation
Count
Computers
My only link to
the outside
Complicated Annoying Part of life world Total
Generation Traditionalists 1 1 12 0 14
Baby Boomers 0 2 66 2 70
Generation Xers 0 3 63 2 68
Millennials 0 0 22 2 24
Total 1 6 163 6 176
Chi-Square Tests
Asymp. Sig.
Value df (2-sided)
Pearson Chi-Square 15.611 a 9 .075
Likelihood Ratio 9.758 9 .370
Linear-by-Linear 4.722 1 .030Association
N of Valid Cases 176
a. 12 cells (75.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .08.
Not statistically significant, just from looking at the data (heavy proportion on "Part of life").
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98. Important leader characteristics
ANOVA
Descripties
95% Confidence Interval for
Mean
N Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error Lower Bound Upper Bound Minimum Maximum
Leadership: Technically Traditionalists 14 5.79 1.251 .334 5.06 6.51 2 7
competent Baby Boomers 70 5.69 1.071 .128 5.43 5.94 3 7
Generation Xers 68 5.56 1.098 .133 5.29 5.82 3 7
Millennials 24 5.58 1.018 .208 5.15 6.01 4 7
Total 176 5.63 1.082 .082 5.47 5.79 2 7
Leadership: Listens well Traditionalists 13 5.85 1.405 .390 5.00 6.70 2 7
and easyto get along Baby Boomers 70 6.01 1.136 .136 5.74 6.29 1 7
Generation Xers 68 6.07 1.111 .135 5.80 6.34 1 7
Millennials 24 5.92 1.060 .216 5.47 6.36 4 7
Total 175 6.01 1.129 .085 5.84 6.18 1 7
Leadership: Creative and Traditionalists 14 5.00 1.569 .419 4.09 5.91 2 7innovative Baby Boomers 70 5.50 1.126 .135 5.23 5.77 2 7
Generation Xers 68 5.49 1.165 .141 5.20 5.77 2 7
Millennials 24 5.54 1.179 .241 5.04 6.04 3 7
Total 176 5.46 1.185 .089 5.28 5.64 2 7
Leadership: Allows Traditionalists 14 6.00 1.109 .296 5.36 6.64 4 7
freedom and flexibility Baby Boomers 70 5.86 1.171 .140 5.58 6.14 1 7
Generation Xers 68 6.06 .991 .120 5.82 6.30 2 7
Millennials 24 5.62 1.135 .232 5.15 6.10 3 7
Total 176 5.91 1.095 .083 5.75 6.08 1 7
Leadership: Older than Traditionalists 14 1.29 .611 .163 .93 1.64 1 3
me Baby Boomers 70 1.77 1.332 .159 1.45 2.09 1 7
Generation Xers 68 2.40 1.340 .162 2.07 2.72 1 6
Millennials 24 2.92 2.041 .417 2.05 3.78 1 7
Total 176 2.13 1.477 .111 1.91 2.35 1 7
ANOVA
Sum of
Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
Leadership: Technically Between Groups .953 3 .318 .268 .848
competent Within Groups 204.041 172 1.186
Total 204.994 175
Leadership: Listens well Between Groups .833 3 .278 .215 .886
and easyto get along Within Groups 221.144 171 1.293
Total 221.977 174
Leadership: Creative and Between Groups 3.278 3 1.093 .775 .509innovative Within Groups 242.444 172 1.410
Total 245.722 175
Leadership: Allows Between Groups 3.760 3 1.253 1.047 .373freedom and flexibility Within Groups 205.961 172 1.197
Total 209.722 175
Leadership: Older than Between Groups 38.682 3 12.894 6.460 .000
me Within Groups 343.313 172 1.996
Total 381.994 175
The variable "older than me" is statistically significant.
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99. Preference offeedback on work performance
ANOVA
Descriptives
95% Confidence interval for
Mean
N Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error Lower Bound Upper Bound Minimum Maximum
Feedback: Immediate Traditionalists 14 5.43 1.089 .291 4.80 6.06 4 7
Baby Boomers 70 5.44 1.379 .165 5.11 5.77 2 7
Generation Xers 68 5.85 1.069 .130 5.59 6.11 3 7
Millennials 24 5.33 1.090 .223 4.87 5.79 4 7
Total 176 5.59 1.216 .092 5.40 5.77 2 7
Feedback: Formal Traditionalists 14 3.93 1.639 .438 2.98 4.87 1 7
Baby Boomers 69 4.07 1.575 .190 3.69 4.45 1 7
Generation Xers 68 4.22 1.505 .182 3.86 4.58 1 7
Millennials 24 3.92 1.692 .345 3.20 4.63 1 7
Total 175 4.10 1.560 .118 3.86 4.33 1 7
Feedback: Frank Traditionalists 13 5.77 1.013 .281 5.16 6.38 3 7
Baby Boomers 70 5.79 1.350 .161 5.46 6.11 1 7
Generation Xers 68 6.07 1.041 .126 5.82 6.33 3 7
Millennials 23 5.96 .976 .204 5.53 6.38 4 7
Total 174 5.92 1.165 .088 5.75 6.09 1 7
Feedback: Constructive Traditionalists 14 6.29 .914 .244 5.76 6.81 4 7
Baby Boomers 69 6.23 1.031 .124 5.98 6.48 1 7
Generation Xers 68 6.51 .855 .104 6.31 6.72 3 7
Millennials 24 6.29 .690 .141 6.00 6.58 5 7
Total 175 6.35 .916 .069 6.22 6.49 1 7
ANOVA
Sum of
Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
Feedback: Immediate Between Groups 8.159 3 2.720 1.867 .137
Within Groups 250.563 172 1.457
Total 258.722 175
Feedback: Formal Between Groups 2.258 3 .753 .306 .821
Within Groups 421.091 171 2.463
Total 423.349 174
Feedback: Frank Between Groups 3.191 3 1.064 .781 .506
Within Groups 231.682 170 1.363
Total 234.874 173
Feedback Constructive Between Groups 2.944 3 .981 1.173 .322
Within Groups 143.091 171 .837
Total 146.034 174
Data is not statistically significant.
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910. Most effective method of learning
Cross Tabulation
Generation * Effective learning method Crosstabulation
Effective learning method
One-to-one
Web-based Classroom training, Studying on
training training mentorship my own Other Total
Generation Traditionalists 2 1 3 7 1 14
Baby Boomers 13 12 22 20 3 70
Generation Xers 7 21 27 8 5 68
Millennials 3 8 8 3 2 24
Total 25 42 60 38 11 176
Chi-Square Tests
Asymp. Sig.
Value df (2-sided)
Pearson Chi-Square 19.950' 12 .068
Likelihood Ratio 19.800 12 .071
Linear-by-Linear 1.827 1 .177Association
N of Valid Cases 176
a. 9 cells (45.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .88.
Collapse the generation categories into two groups. The "Other" responses varied and included on
the job learning, combination of the above, depends on the subject, and Professional Society.
Generation (collapsed) * Effective learning method Crosstabulation
Effective learning method
One-to-one
Web-based Classroom training, Studying on
training training mentorship my own Other Total
Generation (collapsed) Traditionalists & Baby 15 13 25 27 4 84Boomers
Generation Xers &
Millennials 10 29 35 11 7 92
Total 25 42 60 38 11 176
Chi-Square Tests
Asymp. Sig.
Value df (2-sided)
Pearson Chi-Square 15.986a  4 .003
Likelihood Ratio 16.350 4 .003
Linear-by-Linear 
.966 1 .326Association
N of Valid Cases 176
a. 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 5.25.
Data is statistically significant.
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9Q11. Educational aspirations
Cross Tabulation
Generation * Furthering education Crosstabulation
fniint
Furthering education
My My company
program/prod and its Something
Mytechnical uct/project business ManagementlI completely
area area areas eadership different Total
Generation Traditionalists 4 1 4 2 3 14
Baby Boomers 27 13 8 13 6 67
Generation Xers 31 11 4 20 2 68
Millennials 7 0 2 13 1 23
Total 69 25 18 48 12 172
Chi-Square Tests
a. 9 cells (45.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .98.
Collapse the generation categories into two groups.
Generation (collapsed) * Furthering education Crosstabulation
Count
Furthering education
My My companyprogram/prod and its Something
Mytechnical uct/project business Management/l completely
area area areas eadership different Total
Generation (collapsed) Traditionalists & Baby 31 14 12 15 9 81Boomers
Generation Xers &
Millennials 38 11 6 33 3 91
Total 69 25 18 48 12 172
Chi-Square Tests
Asymp. Sig.
Value df (2-sided)
Pearson Chi-Square 12.280' 4 .015
Likelihood Ratio 12.587 4 .013
Linear-by-Linear 
.000 1 .988Association
N of Valid Cases 172
a. 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 5.65.
Data is statistically significant.
Q12. Work ethic
ANOVA
Descriptives
95% Confidence Interval for
Mean
N Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error LowerBound Upper Bound Minimu Maximum
Work: Individual vs. team Traditionalists 14 3.50 1.092 .292 2.87 4.13 2 5
player Baby Boomers 67 4.45 1.530 .187 4.07 4.82 1 7
Generation Xers 68 4.38 1.383 .168 4.05 4.72 1 7
Millennials 24 4.42 1.018 .208 3.99 4.85 2 6
Total 173 4.34 1.391 .106 4.13 4.55 1 7
Work: Competitive vs. Traditionalists 14 4.79 1.188 .318 4.10 5.47 3 7
collaborative Baby Boomers 67 5.39 1.507 .184 5.02 5.76 1 7
Generation Xers 68 4.97 1.403 .170 4.63 5.31 1 7
Millennials 24 5.04 1.233 .252 4.52 5.56 1 7
Total 173 5.13 1.413 .107 4.92 5.34 1 7
Work: Focused vs. multi- Traditionalists 14 3.71 1.204 .322 3.02 4.41 1 5
tasking Baby Boomers 67 4.51 1.829 .223 4.06 4.95 1 7
Generation Xers 68 4.78 1.524 .185 4.41 5.15 1 7
Millennials 24 5.00 1.180 .241 4.50 5.50 3 7
Total 173 4.62 1.608 .122 4.38 4.86 1 7
Work: System-oriented vs. Traditionalists 14 4.79 1.578 .422 3.87 5.70 2 7detail-oriented Baby Boomers 67 4.37 1.641 .200 3.97 4.77 1 7
Generation Xers 68 3.97 1.516 .184 3.60 4.34 1 7
Millennials 24 3.79 1.615 .330 3.11 4.47 1 7
Total 173 4.17 1.596 .121 3.93 4.41 1 7
Work: Creative vs. play by Traditionalists 14 2.71 1.326 .354 1.95 3.48 1 5
the book Baby Boomers 68 3.65 1.883 .228 3.19 4.10 1 7
Generation Xers 67 3.21 1.409 .172 2.87 3.55 1 7
Millennials 24 2.75 1.225 .250 2.23 3.27 1 5
Total 173 3.28 1.612 .123 3.04 3.52 1 7
Work: Looking to have fun Traditionalists 14 2.71 1.267 .339 1.98 3.45 1 5
vs. just doing my job Baby Boomers 68 4.26 1.617 .196 3.87 4.66 1 7
Generation Xers 68 3.72 1.434 .174 3.37 4.07 1 6
Millennials 24 4.00 1.474 .301 3.38 4.62 2 6
Total 174 3.89 1.549 .117 3.66 4.12 1 7
ANOVA
Sum of
Squares df Mean Square F Sia.
Work: Individual vs. team Between Groups 10.919 3 3.640 1.911 .130
player Within Groups 321.959 169 1.905
Total 332.879 172
Work: Competitive vs. Between Groups 8.035 3 2.678 1.351 .260
collaborative Within Groups 335.167 169 1.983
Total 343.202 172
Work: Focused vs. multi- Between Groups 17.526 3 5.842 2.311 .078
tasking Within Groups 427.295 169 2.528
Total 444.821 172
Work: System-oriented vs. Between Groups 14.210 3 4.737 1.888 .133detail-oriented Within Groups 423.928 169 2.508
Total 438.139 172
Work: Creative vs. play by Between Groups 20.721 3 6.907 2.740 .045the book Within Groups 425.961 169 2.520
Total 446.682 172
Work: Looking to have fun Between Groups 31.142 3 10.381 4.598 .004
vs. just doing my job Within Groups 383.784 170 2.258
Total 414.925 173
Data is statistically significant for "focused vs. multi-tasking" (somewhat), "creative vs. play by the
book," and "looking to have fun vs. just doing my job."
Q13. Source of motivation
ANOVA (divided into two separate tables)
Descriptwes
95% Confidence Interval for
Mean
N Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error Lower Bound Uooer Bound Minimum Maximum
Motivation: work is Tun' Traditionalists 14 6.00 1.038 .277 5.40 6.60 4 7
Baby Boomers 69 5.77 1.139 .137 5.49 6.04 2 7
Generation Xers 68 5.59 1.296 .157 5.27 5.90 1 7
Millennials 24 6.00 .933 .190 5.61 6.39 3 7
Total 175 5.75 1.172 .089 5.57 5.92 1 7
Motivation: meaning in Traditionalists 14 6.36 .633 .169 5.99 6.72 5 7
work Baby Boomers 67 5.99 1.225 .150 5.69 6.28 1 7
Generation Xers 68 6.06 1.208 .146 5.77 6.35 1 7
Millennials 24 6.17 .761 .155 5.85 6.49 5 7
Total 173 6.07 1.124 .085 5.90 6.24 1 7
Motivation: autonomy and Traditionalists 14 6.00 1.038 .277 5.40 6.60 3 7
responsibilities Baby Boomers 69 5.77 1.262 .152 5.46 6.07 1 7
Generation Xers 68 5.78 1.144 .139 5.50 6.06 2 7
Millennials 24 5.92 .881 .180 5.54 6.29 4 7
Total 175 5.81 1.147 .087 5.64 5.98 1 7
Motivation: praises from Traditionalists 14 5.57 1.284 .343 4.83 6.31 3 7
colleagues Baby Boomers 68 5.07 1.353 .164 4.75 5.40 1 7
Generation Xers 68 5.26 1.389 .168 4.93 5.60 2 7
Millennials 24 5.67 1.204 .246 5.16 6.18 3 7
Total 174 5.27 1.348 .102 5.07 5.47 1 7
Motivation: publicly Traditionalists 14 5.64 1.151 .308 4.98 6.31 3 7
recognized/acknowledge Baby Boomers 68 4.82 1.445 .175 4.47 5.17 1 7d
Generation Xers 68 4.68 1.491 .181 4.32 5.04 2 7
Millennials 24 5.25 1.539 .314 4.60 5.90 2 7
Total 174 4.89 1.472 .112 4.67 5.11 1 7
Motivation: monetary Traditionalists 13 5.31 1.653 .458 4.31 6.31 2 7
bonus andlor salary Baby Boomers 68 5.31 1.448 .176 4.96 5.66 1 7increase
Generation Xers 68 5.93 1.364 .165 5.60 6.26 2 7
Millennials 24 6.38 .875 .179 6.01 6.74 4 7
Total 173 5.70 1.411 .107 5.49 5.91 1 7
ANOVA
Sum of
Squares df Mean Square F Sia.
Motivation: work is Tun' Between Groups 4.177 3 1.392 1.014 .388
Within Groups 234.760 171 1.373
Total 238.937 174
Motivation: meaning in Between Groups 1.870 3 .623 .489 .690
work Within Groups 215.297 169 1.274
Total 217.168 172
Motivation: autonomy and Between Groups .963 3 .321 .241 .868
responsibilities Within Groups 227.814 171 1.332
Total 228.777 174
Motivation: praises from Between Groups 7.675 3 2.558 1.418 .239
colleagues Within Groups 306.630 170 1.804
Total 314.305 173
Motivation: publicly Between Groups 14.446 3 4.815 2.271 .082
recognizedfacknowiledge
d Within Groups 360.479 170 2.120
Total 374.925 173
Motivation: monetary Between Groups 26.829 3 8.943 4.790 .003bonus andlor salary Within Groups 315.541 169 1.867increase
Total 342.370 172
Data is statistically significant for "publicly recognized/acknowledged" (somewhat) and "monetary
bonus and/or salary increase."
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Descriptives
95% Confidence Interval for
Mean
N Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error Lower Bound Upper Bound Minimum Maximum
Motivation: promoted Traditionalists 14 4.29 1.899 .507 3.19 5.38 1 7
andlor given litle' Baby Boomers 68 4.62 1.728 .210 4.20 5.04 1 7
Generation Xers 68 5.12 1.441 .175 4.77 5.47 2 7
Millennials 24 5.92 1.213 .248 5.40 6.43 3 7
Total 174 4.97 1.627 .123 4.72 5.21 1 7
Motivation: understand Traditionalists 14 4.71 1.490 .398 3.85 5.57 2 7
and knowthe company Baby Boomers 68 4.49 1.451 .176 4.13 4.84 1 7
Generation Xers 67 4.28 1.631 .199 3.89 4.68 1 7
Millennials 24 4.25 1.482 .302 3.62 4.88 1 6
Total 173 4.39 1.524 .116 4.16 4.62 1 7
Motivation: sense of Traditionalists 14 5.71 1.267 .339 4.98 6.45 2 7
contributing to company Baby Boomers 67 5.43 1.459 .178 5.08 5.79 1 7
Generation Xers 68 4.97 1.466 .178 4.62 5.33 1 7
Millennials 24 5.12 1.541 .315 4.47 5.78 2 7
Total 173 5.23 1.468 .112 5.01 5.45 1 7
Motivation: new Traditionalists 14 6.36 .633 .169 5.99 6.72 5 7
challenges and
opportunities Baby Boomers 69 5.43 1.356 .163 5.11 5.76 1 7
Generation Xers 66 5.83 1.075 .132 5.57 6.10 2 7
Millennials 23 5.57 1.376 .287 4.97 6.16 2 7
Total 172 5.68 1.232 .094 5.49 5.87 1 7
Motivation: team is Traditionalists 13 5.77 1.301 .361 4.98 6.56 3 7
collectively Baby Boomers 68 .44 1.449 .176 5.09 5.79 1 7acknowledged/rewarded 68 5.44 1.449 .176 5.09 5.79  
Generation Xers 67 5.49 1.521 .186 5.12 5.86 1 7
Millennials 24 5.17 1.711 .349 4.44 5.89 1 7
Total 172 5.45 1.500 .114 5.22 5.67 1 7
ANOVA
Sum of
Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
Motivation: promoted Between Groups 37.985 3 12.662 5.127 .002
and/or given title' Within Groups 419.808 170 2.469
Total 457.793 173
Motivation: understand Between Groups 3.317 3 1.106 .472 .702
and knowthe company Within Groups 395.954 169 2.343
Total 399.272 172
Motivation: sense of Between Groups 10.880 3 3.627 1.703 .168
contributing to company Within Groups 359.871 169 2.129
Total 370.751 172
Motivation: new Between Groups 12.423 3 4.141 2.817 .041
challenges and
opportunities Within Groups 246.990 168 1.470
Total 259.413 171
Motivation: team is Between Groups 3.377 3 1.126 .496 .685
collectively
acknowledgedirewarded Within Groups 381.152 168 2.269
Total 384.529 171
Data is statistically significant for "promoted and/or given
opportunities."
title" and "new challenges and
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914. Reason for kaving company for another
Cross Tabulation
Generation * Leave for another company Crosstabulation
Count
Leave for another company
They provide
I meet a new The more
Their benefits boss that I geographical challenging
They offer me are better like more than They allow location is and
a higher than the my current flexible more to my interesting
salary current one working hours liking problems Other Total
Generation Traditionalists 1 0 0 1 3 7 2 14
Baby Boomers 9 3 1 0 12 20 19 64
Generation Xers 15 2 2 3 10 16 18 66
Millennials 8 1 1 1 3 5 4 23
Total 33 6 4 5 28 48 43 167
Chi-Square Tests
Asymp. Sig.
Value df (2-sided)
Pearson Chi-Square 15.908' 18 .599
Likelihood Ratio 18.113 18 .448
Linear-by-Linear 6.377 1 .012
Association
N ofValid Cases 167
a. 18 cells (64.3%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .34.
Remove "Other" category since most responses were "some combination of the above" and "not
planning to leave." Collapse the generation categories into two groups. Also collapse other
categories as follows:
* Higher salary, benefits, flexible working hours: Better salary or benefits
* Better boss, challenging and interesting problems: Better work
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Generation (collapsed) * Leave for another company (collapsed) Crosstabulation
Count
Leave for another company (collapsed)
Better salary
or benefits Better work Location Total
Generation (collapsed) Traditionalists & Baby 14 29 15 58Boomers
Generation Xers &
Millennials 30 24 13 67
Total 44 53 28 125
Chi-Square Tests
Asymp. Sig.
Value df (2-sided)
Pearson Chi-Square 5.815 a  2 .055
Likelihood Ratio 5.921 2 .052
Linear-by-Linear 4.046 1 .044Association
N of Valid Cases 125
a. 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 12.99.
Data is statistically significant (somewhat).
Q15. Attitude towardsyounger colleagues
ANOVA (divide into two senarate tables)
Descrilpms
9596 Confidence Interval for
Mean
N Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error Lower Bound Upoer Bound Minimum Maximum
Younger: easy vs. hard to Traditionalists 14 2.93 1.439 .385 2.10 3.76 1 6
work with Baby Boomers 69 3.30 1.448 .174 2.96 3.65 1 7
Generation Xers 67 3.28 1.241 .152 2.98 3.59 1 6
Millennials 24 2.79 1.285 .262 2.25 3.33 1 6
Total 174 3.20 1.350 .102 2.99 3.40 1 7
Younger: hard working vs. Traditionalists 13 2.77 1.363 .378 1.95 3.59 1 5
lazy Baby Boomers 69 3.19 1.448 .174 2.84 3.54 1 7
Generation Xers 67 3.49 1.386 .169 3.15 3.83 1 7
Millennials 23 3.04 1.522 .317 2.39 3.70 1 6
Total 172 3.26 1.432 .109 3.04 3.47 1 7
Younger: stubborn vs. Traditionalists 13 5.08 .862 .239 4.56 5.60 4 7
flexible Baby Boomers 69 4.38 1.307 .157 4.06 4.69 1 7
Generation Xers 66 4.68 1.469 .181 4.32 5.04 1 7
Millennials 23 5.35 1.229 .256 4.82 5.88 2 7
Total 171 4.68 1.366 .104 4.47 4.88 1 7
Younger: quickto make Traditionalists 13 3.54 1.127 .312 2.86 4.22 2 6decisions vs. slow-and-
steady d- Baby Boomers 69 3.38 1.189 .143 3.09 3.66 1 7
Generation Xers 67 3.25 1.119 .137 2.98 3.53 1 6
Millennials 23 3.17 1.370 .286 2.58 3.77 1 5
Total 172 3.31 1.177 .090 3.14 3.49 1 7
ANOVA
Sum of
Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
Younger easyvs. hard to Between Groups 6.249 3 2.083 1.146 .332
work with Within Groups 309.108 170 1.818
Total 315.356 173
Younger: hard working vs. Between Groups 8.183 3 2.728 1.338 .264
lazy Within Groups 342.561 168 2.039
Total 350.744 171
Younger: stubborn vs. Between Groups 18.648 3 6.216 3.476 .017
flexible Within Groups 298.662 167 1.788
Total 317.310 170
Younger: quickto make Between Groups 1.622 3 .541 .386 .763
decisions vs. slow-and-
steady Within Groups 235.425 168 1.401
Total 237.047 171
Data is statistically significant for "stubborn vs. flexible."
Descriptives
95% Confidence Interval for
Mean
N Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error Lower Bound Upper Bound Minimum Jximnum
Younger: thorough vs. Traditionalists 13 3.69 1.182 .328 2.98 4.41 2 5
careless Baby Boomers 68 3.57 1.262 .153 3.27 3.88 1 6
Generation Xers 67 4.12 .993 .121 3.88 4.36 1 7
Millennials 22 3.77 1.445 .308 3.13 4.41 1 6
Total 170 3.82 1.198 .092 3.64 4.00 1 7
Younger: easyto nurture Traditionalists 13 2.92 1.115 .309 2.25 3.60 1 5
vs. poor learners Baby Boomers 69 3.06 1.444 .174 2.71 3.40 1 7
Generation Xers 67 2.85 1.197 .146 2.56 3.14 1 6
Millennials 23 2.52 1.123 .234 2.04 3.01 1 5
Total 172 2.90 1.289 .098 2.70 3.09 1 7
Younger: great mentors Traditionalists 13 3.62 .961 .266 3.03 4.20 2 5
vs. condescending
teachers Baby Boomers 68 3.53 1.113 .135 3.26 3.80 1 6
Generation Xers 66 3.80 1.070 .132 3.54 4.07 1 7
Millennials 23 3.17 1.230 .257 2.64 3.71 1 6
Total 170 3.59 1.112 .085 3.43 3.76 1 7
Younger: no differentto Traditionalists 13 2.62 1.387 .385 1.78 3.45 1 5
me vs. just too different Baby Boomers 68 3.12 1.441 .175 2.77 3.47 1 7
Generation Xers 67 3.00 1.487 .182 2.64 3.36 1 6
Millennials 23 2.61 1.530 .319 1.95 3.27 1 6
Total 171 2.96 1.467 .112 2.74 3.19 1 7
ANOVA
Sum of
Squares df Mean Square F sia.
Younger: thorough vs. Between Groups 10.396 3 3.465 2.476 .063
careless Within Groups 232.310 166 1.399
Total 242.706 169
Younger: easy to nurture Between Groups 5.178 3 1.726 1.040 .377
vs. poor learners Within Groups 278.938 168 1.660
Total 284.116 171
Younger: great mentors Between Groups 7.232 3 2.411 1.983 .118
teachndescending Within Groups 201.762 166 1.215
Total 208.994 169
Younger: no differentto Between Groups 6.175 3 2.058 .956 .415
me vs. just too different Within Groups 359.614 167 2.153
Total 365.789 170
Data is not statistically significant.
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916. Attitude towards younger leaders
ANOVA (divide into two separate tables)
Descriptihes
95% Confidence Interval for
Mean
N Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error Lower Bound Uoper Bound Minimum Maximum
Younger leaders: good Traditionalists 13 4.46 .519 .144 4.15 4.78 4 5
listeners with good Baby Boomers 69 4.07 1.167 .141 3.79 4.35 1 7people skills
Generation Xers 67 4.54 1.247 .152 4.23 4.84 1 7
Millennials 24 4.88 1.424 .291 4.27 5.48 2 7
Total 173 4.39 1.228 .093 4.21 4.58 1 7
Younger leaders: control- Traditionalists 13 3.77 1.301 .361 2.98 4.56 2 6
freaks Baby Boomers 69 3.88 1.157 .139 3.61 4.16 1 7
Generation Xers 67 3.90 1.293 .158 3.58 4.21 1 7
Millennials 24 3.50 1.319 .269 2.94 4.06 1 6
Total 173 3.83 1.241 .094 3.64 4.01 1 7
Younger leaders: good Traditionalists 13 4.23 .439 .122 3.97 4.50 4 5
decision makers Baby Boomers 68 4.09 .893 .108 3.87 4.30 2 6
Generation Xers 67 4.27 1.109 .135 4.00 4.54 1 7
Millennials 24 4.21 1.414 .289 3.61 4.81 1 6
Total 172 4.19 1.037 .079 4.03 4.34 1 7
Younger leaders: Traditionalists 13 4.77 1.301 .361 3.98 5.56 2 7
respectful to me Baby Boomers 69 4.86 1.061 .128 4.60 5.11 3 7
Generation Xers 67 4.66 1.355 .165 4.33 4.99 1 7
Millennials 24 5.00 1.588 .324 4.33 5.67 1 7
Total 173 4.79 1.272 .097 4.60 4.98 1 7
ANOVA
Sum of
Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
Youngerleaders: good Between Groups 14.122 3 4.707 3.245 .023listeners with good
people skills Within Groups 245.150 169 1.451
Total 259.272 172
Younger leaders: control- Between Groups 3.149 3 1.050 .678 .567freaks Within Groups 261.649 169 1.548
Total 264.798 172
Younger leaders: good Between Groups 1.146 3 .382 .351 .789decision makers Within Groups 182.901 168 1.089
Total 184.047 171
Younger leaders: Between Groups 2.546 3 .849 .520 .669
respectful to me Within Groups 275.963 169 1.633
Total 278.509 172
Data is statistically significant for "good listeners with good people skills."
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Descriptives
95% Confidence Interval for
Mean
N Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error Lower Bound Usoer Bound Minimum Maximum
Younger leaders: Traditionalists 13 4.54 1.127 .312 3.86 5.22 3 6
technically competent Baby Boomers 69 4.51 1.256 .151 4.21 4.81 1 7
Generation Xers 67 4.55 1.294 .158 4.24 4.87 1 7
Millennials 23 4.78 1.622 .338 4.08 5.48 1 7
Total 172 4.56 1.307 .100 4.37 4.76 1 7
Younger leaders: creative Traditionalists 13 5.08 .954 .265 4.50 5.65 3 6
and innovative Baby Boomers 69 4.64 1.200 .144 4.35 4.93 1 7
Generation Xers 67 4.90 1.293 .158 4.58 5.21 1 7
Millennials 24 4.83 1.786 .364 4.08 5.59 1 7
Total 173 4.80 1.312 .100 4.60 4.99 1 7
Younger leaders: sets a Traditionalists 13 4.62 1.044 .290 3.98 5.25 2 6
good example Baby Boomers 68 4.26 1.017 .123 4.02 4.51 2 7
Generation Xers 67 4.51 1.319 .161 4.19 4.83 1 7
Millennials 24 4.54 1.021 .208 4.11 4.97 3 6
Total 172 4.42 1.145 .087 4.25 4.60 1 7
ANOVA
Sum of
Squares df Mean Square F Sia.
Younger leaders: Between Groups 1.339 3 .446 .258 .856
technically competent Within Groups 290.957 168 1.732
Total 292.297 171
Younger leaders: creative Between Groups 3.452 3 1.151 .665 .575
and innovative Within Groups 292.467 169 1.731
Total 295.919 172
Younger leaders: sets a Between Groups 3.001 3 1.000 .760 .518good example Within Groups 221.017 168 1.316
Total 224.017 171
Data is not statistically significant.
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917. Attitude towards older colkagues
ANOVA (divide into two separate tables)
Descriptives
95% Confidence Interval for
Mean
N Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error Lower Bound Uooer Bound Minimum Maximum
Older: easy vs. hard to Traditionalists 13 2.85 1.405 .390 2.00 3.70 1 5
workwith Baby Boomers 69 3.65 1.348 .162 3.33 3.98 1 7
Generation Xers 67 4.19 1.258 .154 3.89 4.50 1 7
Millennials 22 4.00 1.380 .294 3.39 4.61 1 6
Total 171 3.85 1.363 .104 3.64 4.05 1 7
Older: hard working vs. Traditionalists 13 3.08 1.441 .400 2.21 3.95 1 6
lazy Baby Boomers 69 3.29 1.384 .167 2.96 3.62 1 7
Generation Xers 67 3.72 1.253 .153 3.41 4.02 1 7
Millennials 22 3.18 1.259 .268 2.62 3.74 1 5
Total 171 3.43 1.332 .102 3.23 3.63 1 7
Older: stubborn vs. Traditionalists 13 4.23 1.536 .426 3.30 5.16 2 7
flexible Baby Boomers 69 3.87 1.248 .150 3.57 4.17 1 7
Generation Xers 67 3.48 1.248 .152 3.17 3.78 1 7
Millennials 22 3.27 1.032 .220 2.82 3.73 1 5
Total 171 3.67 1.265 .097 3.48 3.86 1 7
Older: quick to make Traditionalists 13 4.46 1.050 .291 3.83 5.10 3 6
decisions vs. slow-and-
steady Baby Boomers 69 4.26 1.208 .145 3.97 4.55 1 7
Generation Xers 67 4.58 1.130 .138 4.31 4.86 2 7
Millennials 22 4.68 1.249 .266 4.13 5.24 3 7
Total 171 4.46 1.174 .090 4.28 4.63 1 7
ANOVA
Sum of
Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
Older: easyvs. hard to Between Groups 24.225 3 8.075 4.621 .004
work with Within Groups 291.822 167 1.747
Total 316.047 170
Older: hard working vs. Between Groups 9.826 3 3.275 1.873 .136
lazy Within Groups 292.011 167 1.749
Total 301.836 170
Older: stubborn vs. Between Groups 12.786 3 4.262 2.746 .045
flexible Within Groups 259.214 167 1.552
Total 272.000 170
Older: quick to make Between Groups 4.815 3 1.605 1.167 .324
decisions vs. slow-and-
steady Within Groups 229.606 167 1.375
Total 234.421 170
Data is statistically significant for "easy vs. hard to work with" and "stubborn vs. flexible."
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Descriptives
95% Confidence Interval for
Mean
N Mean Btd. Deviation Btd. Error Lower Bound Uooer Bound Minimum Maximum
Older: thorough vs. Traditionalists 13 3.31 1.653 .458 2.31 4.31 1 6
careless Baby Boomers 68 2.96 1.275 .155 2.65 3.26 1 7
Generation Xers 67 3.06 1.205 .147 2.77 3.35 1 6
Millennials 22 2.50 1.102 .235 2.01 2.99 1 4
Total 170 2.96 1.263 .097 2.77 3.16 1 7
Older: easy to nurture vs. Traditionalists 13 3.54 1.391 .386 2.70 4.38 1 6
poor learners Baby Boomers 68 3.76 .948 .115 3.54 3.99 1 7
Generation Xers 66 4.06 1.021 .126 3.81 4.31 2 6
Millennials 22 3.82 .733 .156 3.49 4.14 2 5
Total 169 3.87 .997 .077 3.72 4.02 1 7
Older: great mentors vs. Traditionalists 13 3.00 1.414 .392 2.15 3.85 1 6
condescending teachers Baby Boomers 69 3.20 1.389 .167 2.87 3.54 1 7
Generation Xers 67 3.19 1.340 .164 2.87 3.52 1 6
Millennials 22 2.77 1.152 .246 2.26 3.28 1 5
Total 171 3.13 1.340 .102 2.93 3.33 1 7
Older: no different to me Traditionalists 13 3.15 1.405 .390 2.30 4.00 1 6
vs. Justtoo different Baby Boomers 66 3.06 1.239 .152 2.76 3.37 1 7
Generation Xers 67 3.46 1.133 .138 3.19 3.74 1 6
Millennials 21 3.67 1.065 .232 3.18 4.15 1 6
Total 167 3.31 1.201 .093 3.12 3.49 1 7
ANOVA
Sum of
Squares df Mean Square F Si.
Older: thorough vs. Between Groups 6.890 3 2.297 1.450 .230
careless Within Groups 262.898 166 1.584
Total 269.788 169
Older: easy to nurture vs. Between Groups 4.640 3 1.547 1.570 .199
poor learners Within Groups 162.496 165 .985
Total 167.136 168
Older: great mentors vs. Between Groups 3.669 3 1.223 .677 .567
condescending teachers Within Groups 301.501 167 1.805
Total 305.170 170
Older: no different to me Between Groups 8.652 3 2.884 2.037 .111
vs. usttoo different Within Groups 230.773 163 1.416
Total 239.425 166
Data is not statistically significant.
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Q 18. Attitude towards older leaders
ANOVA (divide into two separate tables)
Descriptites
9596 Confidence Intervalfor
Mean
N Mean Std. Deviation Std. Errr LowerBound Uooer Bound Minimum Maximum
Older leaders: good Traditionalists 14 5.07 1.328 .355 4.30 5.84 3 7
listeners with good Baby Boomers 69 4.59 1.287 .155 4.29 4.90 1 7people skills
Generation Xers 67 4.60 1.219 .149 4.30 4.89 1 7
Millennials 22 4.68 1.287 .274 4.11 5.25 2 7
Total 172 4.65 1.260 .096 4.46 4.83 1 7
Older leaders: control- Traditionalists 14 4.00 1.468 .392 3.15 4.85 1 6
freaks Baby Boomers 69 4.14 1.004 .121 3.90 4.39 1 7
Generation Xers 67 3.99 1.212 .148 3.69 4.28 1 7
Millennials 22 3.95 1.647 .351 3.22 4.68 1 6
Total 172 4.05 1.213 .092 3.86 4.23 1 7
Older leaders: good Traditionalists 14 5.14 1.292 .345 4.40 5.89 2 7
decision makers Baby Boomers 69 5.01 1.131 .136 4.74 5.29 2 7
Generation Xers 66 5.09 1.077 .133 4.83 5.36 1 7
Millennials 22 4.82 1.563 .333 4.13 5.51 1 7
Total 171 5.03 1.180 .090 4.85 5.21 1 7
Older leaders: respectful Traditionalists 14 5.36 1.008 .269 4.78 5.94 4 7
to me Baby Boomers 68 5.10 1.340 .162 4.78 5.43 1 7
Generation Xers 66 5.06 1.188 .146 4.77 5.35 1 7
Millennials 22 5.09 1.509 .322 4.42 5.76 1 7
Total 170 5.11 1.274 .098 4.91 5.30 1 7
ANOVA
Sum of
Squares df Mean Square F Sia.
Older leaders: good Between Groups 2.908 3 .969 .607 .612
listeners with good
people skills Within Groups 268.458 168 1.598
Total 271.366 171
Older leaders: control- Between Groups 1.138 3 .379 .254 .858
freaks Within Groups 250.490 168 1.491
Total 251.628 171
Older leaders: good Between Groups 1.427 3 .476 .337 .798
decision makers Within Groups 235.427 167 1.410
Total 236.854 170
Older leaders: respectful Between Groups 1.025 3 .342 .208 .891
to me Within Groups 273.069 166 1.645
Total 274.094 169
Data is not statistically significant.
Descriptives
95% Confidence Interval for
Mean
N Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error Lower Bound Uooer Bound Minimum Maximum
Older leaders: technically Traditionalists 13 5.38 .961 .266 4.80 5.97 4 7
competent Baby Boomers 69 5.13 1.236 .149 4.83 5.43 2 7
Generation Xers 67 5.13 1.166 .142 4.85 5.42 1 7
Millennials 22 5.45 1.503 .320 4.79 6.12 1 7
Total 171 5.19 1.224 .094 5.01 5.38 1 7
Older leaders: creative Traditionalists 13 4.92 1.115 .309 4.25 5.60 3 7
and innovative Baby Boomers 69 4.59 1.075 .129 4.34 4.85 2 7
Generation Xers 67 4.19 1.090 .133 3.93 4.46 1 6
Millennials 22 4.18 1.259 .268 3.62 4.74 2 7
Total 171 4.41 1.125 .086 4.24 4.58 1 7
Older leaders: sets a Traditionalists 14 5.29 1.139 .304 4.63 5.94 3 7
good example Baby Boomers 69 4.94 1.235 .149 4.65 5.24 1 7
Generation Xers 66 4.92 1.057 .130 4.66 5.18 1 7
Millennials 22 4.86 1.699 .362 4.11 5.62 1 7
Total 171 4.95 1.226 .094 4.77 5.14 1 7
ANOVA
Sum of
Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
Older leaders: technically Between Groups 2.483 3 .828 .548 .650
competent Within Groups 252.149 167 1.510
Total 254.632 170
Older leaders: creative Between Groups 10.034 3 3.345 2.721 .046
and innovative Within Groups 205.311 167 1.229
Total 215.345 170
Older leaders: sets a Between Groups 1.788 3 .596 .392 .759
good example Within Groups 253.837 167 1.520
Total 255.626 170
Data is statistically significant for "creative and innovative."
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9Q19. Attitude towards networking
Cross Tabulation
Generation * Networking Crosstabulation
Count
N etworking
Just a fancy
new word for Way to Positive
the old 'office advance a contribution to Great benefit
politics' career the company to employees Total
Generation Traditionalists 2 6 2 2 12
Baby Boomers 18 12 18 18 66
Generation Xers 14 28 14 11 67
Millennials 6 16 1 1 24
Total 40 62 35 32 169
Chi-Square Tests
Asymp. Sig.
Value df (2-sided)
Pearson Chi-Square 24.027" 9 .004
Likelihood Ratio 26.687 9 .002
Linear-by-Linear 4.711 1 .030Association
N of Valid Cases 169
a. 6 cells (37.5%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 2.27.
Collapse the generation categories into two groups.
Generation (collapsed) * Networking Crosstabulation
Count
Networking
Just a fancy
new word for Way to Positive
the old 'office advance a contribution to Great benefit
politics' career the company to employees Total
Generation (collapsed) Traditionalists & Baby 20 18 20 20 78
Boomers
Generation Xers &
Millennials 20 44 15 12 91
Total 40 62 35 32 169
Chi-Square Tests
Asymp. Sig.Value df (2-sided)
Pearson Chi-Square 12.693' 3 .005
Likelihood Ratio 12.985 3 .005
Linear-by-Linear 3.576 1 .059Association
N of Valid Cases 169
a. 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 14.77.
Data is statistically significant.
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920. Career apirations
ANOVA
Descriptives
95% Confidence Interval for
Mean
N Mean Std. Deviation td. Error Lower Bound Uooer Bound Minimum Maximum
Career. technical expert Traditionalists 13 5.69 1.437 .398 4.82 6.56 2 7
Baby Boomers 70 5.60 1.232 .147 5.31 5.89 1 7
Generation Xers 68 5.04 1.530 .186 4.67 5.41 1 7
Millennials 24 4.79 1.414 .289 4.19 5.39 2 7
Total 175 5.28 1.421 .107 5.07 5.49 1 7
Career: technical Traditionalists 13 3.38 1.710 .474 2.35 4.42 1 6
manager Baby Boomers 70 4.64 1.802 .215 4.21 5.07 1 7
Generation Xers 68 4.90 1.631 .198 4.50 5.29 1 7
Millennials 24 5.08 1.213 .248 4.57 5.60 2 7
Total 175 4.71 1.695 .128 4.46 4.96 1 7
Career: current employer Traditionalists 13 6.08 1.553 .431 5.14 7.02 2 7
Baby Boomers 70 5.73 1.329 .159 5.41 6.05 1 7
Generation Xers 68 5.07 1.438 .174 4.73 5.42 1 7
Millennials 24 4.62 1.527 .312 3.98 5.27 1 7
Total 175 5.35 1.473 .111 5.13 5.57 1 7
Career: current industry Traditionalists 13 5.92 1.754 .487 4.86 6.98 2 7
Baby Boomers 70 5.99 1.302 .156 5.68 6.30 1 7
Generation Xers 68 5.57 1.250 .152 5.27 5.88 2 7
Millennials 24 5.08 1.558 .318 4.43 5.74 3 7
Total 175 5.70 1.379 .104 5.49 5.90 1 7
Career something Traditionalists 13 3.23 1.787 .496 2.15 4.31 1 7
completely different Baby Boomers 70 2.73 1.641 .196 2.34 3.12 1 7
Generation Xers 68 3.25 1.568 .190 2.87 3.63 1 7
Millennials 24 3.75 1.511 .308 3.11 4.39 1 6
Total 175 3.11 1.631 .123 2.87 3.35 1 7
ANOVA
Sum of
Squares df Mean Square F Siu
.
Career: technical expert Between Groups 18.885 3 6.295 3.238 .024
Within Groups 332.395 171 1.944
Total 351.280 174
Career: technical Between Groups 28.876 3 9.625 3.493 .017
manager Within Groups 471.261 171 2.756
Total 500.137 174
Career: current employer Between Groups 34.714 3 11.571 5.768 .001
Within Groups 343.023 171 2.006
Total 377.737 174
Career. current industry Between Groups 16.574 3 5.525 3.005 .032
Within Groups 314.374 171 1.838
Total 330.949 174
Career: something Between Groups 21.537 3 7.179 2.781 .043
completely different Within Groups 441.401 171 2.581
Total 462.937 174
All variables are statistically significant.
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Q21. 'tdeal" retirement
Cross Tabulation
Generation * Ideal retirement Crosstabulation
Count
Ideal retirement
Opportunity to Part-time
pursue new work at Part-time I havent
hobbies and current work thought about
interests company elsewhere retirementyet Total
Generation Traditionalists 4 6 2 1 13
Baby Boomers 35 18 8 9 70
Generation Xers 30 4 1 33 68
Millennials 11 0 1 12 24
Total 80 28 12 55 175
Chi-Square Tests
Asymp. Sig.
Value df (2-sided)
Pearson Chi-Square 46.277 a  9 .000
Likelihood Ratio 51.061 9 .000
Linear-by-Linear 8.035 1 .005Association
N of Valid Cases 175
a. 7 cells (43.8%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .89.
Collapse the generation categories into two groups.
Generation (collapsed) * Ideal retirement Crosstabulation
Count
Ideal retirement
Opportunity to Part-time
pursue new work at Part-time I havent
hobbies and current work thought about
interests company elsewhere retirementyet Total
Generation (collapsed) Traditionalists & Baby 39 24 10 10 83
Boomers
Generation Xers &
Millennials 41 4 2 45 92
Total 80 28 12 55 175
Chi-Square Tests
Asymp. Sig.
Value df (2-sided)
Pearson Chi-Square 41.589 a  3 .000
Likelihood Ratio 45.350 3 .000
Linear-by-Linear 11.047 1 .001Association
N of Valid Cases 175
a. 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 5.69.
Data is statistically significant.
Q25. Military experience
Cross Tabulation
Generation * Military experience Crosstabulation
Count
Military experience
Yes, 6-10 Yes, more
No Yes, 1-5 years years than 10 years Total
Generation Traditionalists 8 5 1 0 14
Baby Boomers 48 8 6 6 68
Generation Xers 58 2 8 1 69
Millennials 24 0 0 0 24
Total 138 15 15 7 175
Chi-Square Tests
Asymp. Sig.
Value df (2-sided)
Pearson Chi-Square 29.943 a  9 .000
Likelihood Ratio 30.303 9 .000
Linear-by-Linear 8.022 1 .005Association
N of Valid Cases 175
a. 8 cells (50.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .56.
Collapsed the categories into "No" vs. "Yes."
Generation * Military experience (collapsed) Crosstabulation
Count
Military experience (collapsed)
No Yes Total
Generation Traditionalists 8 6 14
Baby Boomers 48 20 68
Generation Xers 58 11 69
Millennials 24 0 24
Total 138 37 175
Chi-Square Tests
Asymp. Sig.
Value df (2-sided)
Pearson Chi-Square 14.302 a  3 .003
Likelihood Ratio 18.494 3 .000
Linear-by-Linear 14.180 1 .000Association
N of Valid Cases 175
a. 1 cells (12.5%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 2.96.
Data is statistically significant.
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928. Number of companies
ANOVA
Descriptives
Number nf conmna wi
95% Confidence Interval for
Mean
N Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error Lower Bound Upper Bound Minimum Maximum
Traditionalists 14 3.21 1.477 .395 2.36 4.07 1 5
Baby Boomers 69 3.16 1.441 .174 2.81 3.51 1 5
Generation Xers 69 2.43 1.169 .141 2.15 2.72 1 5
Millennials 24 1.67 .917 .187 1.28 2.05 1 4
Total 176 2.68 1.374 .104 2.47 2.88 1 5
ANOVA
u omoa jes
Sum of
Sauares df Mean Square F Sia.
Between Groups 48.646 3 16.215 9.894 .000
Within Groups 281.893 172 1.639
Total 330.540 175
Data is statistically significant.
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927, 28. Average years per company
The average years per company was computed by dividing the total years of professional experience
(Q27) by the number of companies worked for in career (Q28). Note that years were rounded up.
ANOVA
Descriptives
Number of year r @ menp
95% Confidence Interval for
Mean
N Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error Lower Bound Upper Bound Minimum Maximum
Traditionalists 14 19.4202 13.49060 3.60551 11.6310 27.2095 8.00 51.00
Baby Boomers 68 12.4441 8.91672 1.08131 10.2858 14.6024 3.00 40.00
Generation Xers 64 5.2987 2.93391 .36674 4.5658 6.0316 .67 14.00
Millennials 24 2.4167 .97431 .19888 2.0053 2.8281 .50 4.00
Total 170 8.9129 8.60009 .65960 7.6108 10.2151 .50 51.00
ANOVA
Data is statistically significant.
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929. Years with current employer
ANOVA
Descriptives
Years with Current emnlover
95% Confidence Interval for
Mean
N Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error Lower Bound Upper Bound Minimum Maximum
Traditionalists 14 28.07 15.415 4.120 19.17 36.97 1 51
Baby Boomers 68 18.03 11.365 1.378 15.28 20.78 1 40
Generation Xers 67 6.99 4.151 .507 5.97 8.00 0 21
Millennials 24 3.08 .830 .169 2.73 3.43 1 4
Total 173 12.49 11.446 .870 10.77 14.21 0 51
ANOVA
Yar with current ,mlover
Sum of
Squares df Mean Square F Siq.
Between Groups 9639.549 3 3213.183 42.109 .000
Within Groups 12895.688 169 76.306
Total 22535.237 172
Data is statistically significant (note that the years were rounded up).
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